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Graduating Class
of 2OOl
Enters
Kindergarten
fftis Year,
A Rapidfi,
Growing
IVumber
of Children
WilI Be
do, generatlon alter generatnn.
Butfintyouget ready. You learn
things you never knew and grow in
walr you ne\€r thought of. You
Tomorrow you're gorng to
changp the world.
That s what collqe students
i f ureratio
and writes and produces it oum
feature films. Fcn the artist,
there's*what else?-art. And the most
," insprring natural setting imaginable, in
the magnificutt Blue Rifue Mountains
-ei, of Virgtnia.
But most importantly, Libuty is
a place whue student's hearts are
cultivatd as well as their minds.
Were not satisfid with oro-
ducirrg anything less tlian
youngmen and women of true
Christian character who are
embrace theadven-
ture and promise of
life. And youmake lots
of room foryour spirit
to soar,
At Liberty Univcsity,
the adventure is boundless.
You find what you want,
and what you need.
Like an academic program
that's topnotch. Exciting
da sses. Varied coune of u
equipped to mter every enter-
pnse of life. A hfuhquality
ducation, deeply rooted in
biblical principles, is what we
offuat Liberty.
If you want ogetabso
lutely the most from your
mllegee,xperience, i  a dis-
tinctively
Christ-
centrrcd
atmosphere
and curriculum,
LibertyUniver-
sity wants to
hear from you
now. kcausewe
want ohelp make
sure the world
hears fnxn you
later.
For catalog and
1*. further information, fill out and return
thecard below.
ings. An oulstandrng faculff.
And a lot of nersonal iltention.
Like a fuil athletic prqgram
with everything from hrme
runs to hockey to highjump--and in four sports,
national rankingrs in the
"Top 20" polls,
Like a full, rich social
life. What our students don t get going on
their own, we're at Liberty to organize for
them. Hikes in the mountains. Tiins to the
beach. Campus-wide picnics.
For musii loven, tliere's amarching
band that turns up in the N{acy's
parade, and a droir that has recorded six
albums. Fcn tire stagestruck, there's a
drama group that pertorms inEurope
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Slhere@h Still Being hdads.
The onSrcI McGuffq/s
Readenl were different.
They were Chri,stian
Nour they're aaailable again
ofter 125 years. You con get the
full set here and SAVE $70
Rev. William McGuffey published his legendary Readers in the 183ft.
later editions, from 185? on, were revised without his approval, and ex-
purgated most references to religion. They were still excellent texts, but
no longer Christian texts.
Now a Christian publisher, Mon Media, has reprinted the originals, We
are offering them, with pride and admiration, for parents, godparents
and grandparents who care nough to teach at home, or atleast to help ,
the children they love.
The Ori$nal McGuffeys: 7 superb texts
Pktorirl Eclcttic Primcr for Young Childrcn. For kindergarten 0r pre-
kindergarten: the alphabet, simple sentences and stories, charming
ori$nal engavings.
Fxlcctic Priner. More advanced. For first-gaden and bri$t
kindergarteners.
Eclcrdc Fint Rerder for Yorng Childrcn. For second-gaden or bright
fint-graden. Lots of spelling, and the words get as hard u "would" and
"stalked" and "deranged."
Eclectic Seond Rerder. 85 lessons, each a well written story with a
moral, some from Scripture or American history. Each leson is fol-
lowed by l) questions drawn from it (e.g., How did Washington receive
kfayette? What is the Fifth Commandment? What is emulation?) and
by 2) spelling words ("believed," "myrrh," "forsook"). When your
children master this book, they'll be yean ahead of their pcn.
Eckctic Third Rerdcr. Authon like Addison, Irving, Byron...Bible
selections...excursions int  hi tory like the marvelous "Alexander the
Creat" - adults can read this book with plruure. After your child of 8
FREE B00K Froc wlth clct 3 ctt Mccuftey and His Readers: Piety. Morctity and
Education in lgth Centuy Anerlca by John H. Wlrbrhoff lll
or 9 finishes it, he's reading better, and understanding more, than most
high schoolers.
Ecl€clic Fourth Rerder. Quite teyond the average collegian today, yet
within the reach of well trained l0-to-12-year-olds. Dozens of authors
they should meet: Johnson, Webster, Milton, Jeffenon, Schiller, Bacon,
Southey, Bryant, Shakespeare, etc.
Fxlcrtic Progrcssivc Splling Book. "Progessive" because it saru with
basics and builds to an advanced vocabulary worthy of a graduate stu-
dent, Not only definitions but pronunciations and usage in good
sentences.
Mark Sullivan, in his Gvolume history, Our Times, rar*s McGuffey up
with Washingon and Lincoln in inlluence. And a wonderfirl inlluence it
was, Do your children deserve l ss?
Stadling call lmm eminent profesot of English
"Let's bring back McGuffey's Reader - b Collcar" ishow Carl Bode,
University of Maryland, titled his article in lhc Ghrcniclc ol Highct
Educrtim. Wrote Bode: "l guarantee that regular doses of McGuffey will
brighten their eyes and bring roses totheir cheeks . teach them to con-
centrate 0n the printed page. .give them some ol the memorable
poetry and prose of our AngloAmerican nheritance. make them bet
ter men and women, ot to mention better-spoken m and rvomen."
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1O Jerry Falwell CommentsI v Bearing Our Brothers'
Burdens
1, Perspect iver - When Christian Parents
Meet the Public School
Frank C. Nelsen
20 ProfileNorm Geisler
The World ls His Classroom
Angela Elwell Hunt
I Gover story: How beneficial is
home education? Does it protect chil-
dren from harmful influences or
shield them from reality? Who should
home school? Larry L. Kiser gives a
realistic approach to home education,
followed by accolades from parents
who home-school.
25 Ministry Update
39 Family Living
I "The Retreat from BiblicalAuthor-
ity" examines a crucial issue facing
the church-that of recognizing and
returning to authority of God's Word
rather than in human reason.
44 In Review
50 Preaching & Pastoring
56 ill'il:3lllJ'f^#'xJ
Bernard R. DeRemer
6Cl News!vv Fundamentalists Take
Top SBC Posts
George L. Draper
61 Outrage Rises OverLast Temptation
Deborah Wade Huff
DEPARTMEl{TS I Every Christian is responsiblebefore God to use his spiritual gitts
to serve others. Unfortunately, many
Christians are not aware of their
special gifts. Finally, here is an
art icle that tel ls how you can
"Discover Your Spiritual Gifts."
6 You Said lt
FEATURES
I t Home Education
I lf A Realistic View
' r Larrv L. Kiser
1 6 iiilif:iFP'il%pec, ve
22Discover YourSpiritual GiftsJoseph O'Day
2g liH,ffl'ff1,''#il
62 News Briefs
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Bestselling authors Dave
Hunt and T. A. McMahon
haveapass ion ,acom-
mitment, and a unique
Dave Hunt and T. A. McMahon abilitV tO COmmUniCate
the truth of scripture and confrast it with the
subtle, deceptive appeal of cults, the occult, and
most recently, the New Age Movement.
Beginning with his bestselling book THE
CU[f EXPLOSION, Hunt has alwavs been on
the cutting edge, recognizing and exposing
counterfeit religious beliefs within America and
the church.
In his book PEACE, PROSPERITY AND THE
COMING HOLOCAUST, Hunt investigated the
growing interest in Eastern mysticism among
diverse groups calling themselves "New Agels."
While skeptics persist in labeling it a passing fad,
the New Age movement has quietly gained
momentum.
Newfram Dave Hunt and TA, McMahon
AMERICA: THE SORCERER'S
NEW APPRENTICE
Millions of Americans are hungry to know
God. They thirst for spiritual experiende-s and lons
for inner -peace. wfraf thev're nridine is astroloqv, "
channeling and the elusive "Cod within themi-
selves" offered by modern day mystics, who enjoy
unprecedented acceptance and rE:spectability iri 
-
everv facet of our societv.
Do Christians know the tremendous
impact that this sround-swell movement is
having on the foilndations of their lives? How can
we help others distinguish between the true hope
of the gospel and the"false hope of the New Rge?
Hunt and McMahon examine these questions and
many more in their compelling new book. Their
conclusions, based on solid evidence, are nothing
less than staggering.
At Chrtsfian Bookstores evet)/where
I i l I
IMI IARVEST HOUSE PUBLISHERS
I Y | 1075 Arrowsmith, Eugene, Oregon 97402
YOU SAID IT
I Danger in dogmatic
statements
May I suggest a danger in some of
the dogmatic statements in the article
"The 21st Century and the End of the
World," and present some alternatives.
Hal Lindsey (Ia.te Great Planet Earth,
p. 54) also suggested 1948 as the
"rebudding," with a generation equaling
40 years. That would have placed the
Rapture in 1981, at least seven years
earlier than the Second Coming. Matthew
24 may indicate that the generation that
sees the beginning of the Tiibulation will
also see the end (Mattheu, Walvoord,
p. 193). As a sign, 1948 would have also
destroyed the preaching of Christ's soon
return prior to Israel's statehood. Dates
appted to signs during the church age are
subjective at best.
The Second Coming will occur seven
years after the signing of the covenant
with the Antichrist, but Scripture does
not mandate that the covenant will be
signed the same month of the Rapture.
And while the temple will surely exist
during the Tiibulation, there would be no
injustice to Scripture if the temple were
rebuilt before the Rapture or during the
Tiibulation. Being specific where the
Bible is not sometimes causes problems.
Praise the l.ord for the emphasis on
the prophetic Scriptures (Rev. 1:3).
Doc Beale, Pastor
Wilton Bible Church
Wilton. California
I Struggling ouer the scandal
Thank you so much for Daniel
Mitchell's "Disgraced Preachers" (une).
I had been struggling for many months
over the Jimmy Swaggart scandal.
This Southern Baptist truly loved
Jimmy, Francis, and Donnie Swaggart! I
still do, very much! I loved the ministry
too, though. It was probably the most
effective ministry in the world for getting
out the gospel ofJesus Christ, reaching
many nations and tongues.
Like many, my heart broke for the
Swaggarts personally and for the damage
done to the ministry. I was heartbroken
again whenJimmy refused to abide by the
decision made by the National Board of
Assemblies of God on what to do. I really
did not know why I felt as I did until
Mitchell explained the difference be-
tween restoration and forgiveness in his
article.
I had a guilt feeling for not support-
ing the Swaggart ministry when they
needed it most, yet I did not really feel
right in sending funds to them either. I
was in a dilemma!
I truly want to believe the Swaggarts
are sincere, but I know someone can be
sincere and yet be sincerely wrong. I
really feelJimmy did more damage to the
ministry by refusing the restoration
process than he did originally by his sin.
I really would have continued sending
funds to the ministry had he submitted
to church authority. Now I cannot do so.
Thanks to your fine article I now have a
clear conscience.
Ronnie Nelson
Seagoville, Texas
I Invites follow-up
"Thunder on the Right" (April) in-
vites follow-up. I was part of our county's
leadership team for the Pat Robertson
campaign. I think Conservative new-
comers like myself learned several es-
sons this year.
First, I learned that being elected
President is not a sprint but a marathon.
u
"This is an answer to PraJer"
New Jersey pastor
"h ls the most exciting Program
I've seen" Bible coilege professor
"Ve'ue euen created our own
church course for ETTA credrt"
Kansas pastor
. that is the result of extensive church assessment
. that is geared to today! adult
-creatively presented
-needs-generated
-evaluation-driven
-provides for elective options (video, seminars, ellstudy,
traditional class essions, modules).
. that produces excellence and motivation in ministry.
Send for FREE information and your church training evalua-
tive tool to measure your training program against these new
survey criteria.
EVANGELICAL TEACHER TRAINING ASSOCIATION
Box 327, ll0 Bridge Street, Vheaton, lL60189
ltz-668-6400ffi3
Sendto:
( ,
Hom Tdgp,bm #
( ,
Str@t Addro$ Church/Bui|@ #
The best time to reach
mebyphoneis
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Old Time Gospel Hour Counseling Ministry can
provide Christ-centered, over-the-phone counseling to
anyone who is seeking help.
Thousands of individuals have found that life is worth
living after they have turned to the Old Time Gospel
Hour Counseling Ministry for help.
In addition, we can, through our nationwide network of
Christ-centered in-hospital or intensive outpatient coun-
"-&"
hdffi,* M
seling care, provide assistance to individuals requirhg
treatment for more severe disorders.
Many insurance programs will pay all or most of the in-
hospital and outpatient treatment costs.
Don't put off the opportunity to receive help. Call today!
Our desire is to help provide you with the skills to gain
control over your Iife's problems.
HE1P IS AVAIIABTE
cAtL l'(8001-!lFEAlD
otD TltE oosPEl IIOUR COUllSEtlto tllllsTnY, lYxcHBuRG' VA 2431f
For example, Reagan lost the nominationto
Nixon in 1968. Nixon was incumbent in
19f2. In 1976 Reagan lost the nomination
to Ford who lost to Carter. Reagan had to
wait until 1980-over U years. One must
pay his "dues" and waithis turn inthe GOP.
I learned from talking with many Chris-
tianleaders during the campaign thatthere
is a deep-seated attitude that "politics is
dirly'l-no place for godly leaders, ordained
or not. Is this an antimissionary attitude?
Imagine a mission agency stating that be-
cause New Delhi, lndia, or Kampala,
Uganda, is filled with wickedness and
darkness we will not send anyone there.
I have found that there are lost, hurt-
ing, influential people and politicians in pub-
lic life who need Jesus and are willing to
listen. What opportunity!
Christians and Consenatives have two
choices, stick together or lose. ManyChris-
tians elaluated all the candidates politically
except one or two, and eluluated those
one or two theologically. Neither Robert-
son nor Kemp were running for pastor or
elder of a local church. This rewarded the
"nonreligious" candidates who will not
stand up tall for God or speak out boldly
for traditional family ralues. We are beating
ourselves. Let's get better organized.
We have gained some successes
though. We have seen many new people
get involved in the political process this
year, with more willing to run for office.
Ieaders like Jerry Falwell and ht Robert-
son have prompted this. We need to en-
courage many more to find one avenue of
involvement.
I share the view that Pat Robertson
has played something of a prophet's role
by bringing key monl issues into greater
public awareness, whether he is ever
elected to office or not. Remember that
both Joseph and Daniel were prophets as
well as prime ministers of secular nations.
We need to be gracious and give the
benefit of the doubt to earnest Christians
who are venturing out into the rough and
unkind water of public life. It's new to
them. Don't they deserve time to learn,
grow, and mature? [.et's be encouragers.
We need them. They are working for us
and our children.
Fred Kerr
West Columbia, South Carolina
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Call toll free for a quote and more
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e live in a troubled world.
"a wicked and perverse
generation." Do you ever
wonder what is keeping America fircm go-
ing to hell today? What keeps God from
washing His hands of this whole mess?
When you and I look at this world we
see delastating problems-the drug
problem, the divorce problem, the abor-
tion problem, the AIDS problem. But
God sees burdened people-teenagers
hooked on crack, couples whose mar-
riages are about to collapse, single parents
trying to rebuild shattered lives, precious
young girls considering the murder of
their unborn babies. The list goes on.
God holds back His hand of judgment
on this world because in its midst He has
a restmining influence called the church
of the living God. He has commissioned
His church to bring the gospel to all those
burdened with sin. While He waits we are
to "be about our Father's business."
But in Galatians 6:9 hul warns, "Let
us not be weary in well-doing: for in due
season we shall reap, if we fuint not." hul
realtzed that saints do get weary and
discouraged. He continues in verse 10,
saying, "As we have tlerefore oppor-
tunity, let us do good unto all men,
especially unto them who are of the
household of faith." We must reach out
to everybody, to the unsaved and the
saved. But there is room here for dis-
crimination. If two people need help, and
you can help only one, Paul says to look
first to those who are of the household
of fuith. Don't think for a minute that your
fellow Christians do not have burdens.
The person in the pew next to you on
Sunday morning may be in desperate
need. hstors'daughters consider abor-
tion, deacons'sons take drugs, Sunday-
school teachers have rocky marriages.
Members of God's spiritual hmily are
to hare the same relationship as members
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of a physical, earthly family. There may
be a lot of hurting people in your com-
munity, but your first responsibility is to
your own family. Don't get caught up in
ministering to others when you are not
caring for your own.
In Galatians 6:2 Paul instructs Chris-
tians, "Bear ye one another's burdens,
Don't think for a minute
that your fellow Christians
do not have burdens.
The person in the pew
next to you on Sunday
morning may be in
desperate need.
and so ffil the law of Christ." If coun-
seling were rny only calling, I could stay
very busy with burdened people who just
need somebody to talk to. They are close
to the edge. They see no light at the end
of the tunnel. They hare family problems,
financial problems, health problems,
tailure problems. They may have a terror
of the unknown ahead. Many people are
hearily burdened.
They haven't done anything bad. They
haven't disgraced the [.ord. But they are
crushed. They cannot alk to you without
crying. They get up in the morning dread-
ing the day. They go to bed at night unable
to sleep. A lot of people live that way. The
Scripture says to find out who they are
and share their burdens. Walk with them
through the storm.
ln verse 1 of this chapter hul says we
need to reach our fallen brothers. "lf a
man be overtaken in a fault, ye which are
spiritual, restore such an one in the spirit
of meekness." Who is the fallen brother?
The fellow who kills somebody or com-
mits adultery? Not necessarily. It could be
the personwho has slipped apayfi:icmGod,
who really is in Christ, really loves God,
but has gotten away from the Word, got-
ten auay from Christian service because
of disappointment, fuilure, or weariness,
and is no longer up front wnlking point.
This world is filled with fallen Chris-
tians. I'd like to have a church somewhere
filled with restored saints who had frllen.
With just casualties ficm the pulpit it would
outnumber anybody else's anywhere. I am
not saying that when a man abandons his
wife and hds and runs off in immorality,
that we should bring him back and make
him a pastor or a deacon. His level of ser-
vice may be totally different but he is still
important to God.
Forgiveness i  one issue. Leadership
is another. The Bible teaches that some
failures disqualify a man from certain
positions of leadership. Only a very poor
church would keep in leadership a man
who has fallen in these areas. Forgive
him? Of course. Help him? Naturally. Put
him back in the pulpit? Never. We have
an obligation to a lost world. The work
is far more important than the worker.
The cause is far more important than one
man-or a dozen men. But we have a
responsibility to reach down where the
fallen person is and love him and care for
him and as Paul says, "restore such an
one" to fellowship with God. His rela-
tionship is far more important than his
position of labor.
Unsaved, hurting people need the
gospel, and we have an obligation to
preach it to them. But we have a priori-
tized responsibility inside the family of
God. If we could have revival in the
church, the awful global problems we face
today would be minimized. The solution
is Christ. He really is the answer. I
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I - or the last 25 years or so, Evan-
| - gelca and Fundamentalist Chris-
L tians have become increasingly
critical and nonsupportive of public edu-
cation. Contrary to much that has been
written, this is a recent development in
American education. History shows that
nineteenth-century Evangelicals were
strongly committed to the Common
School movement in Massachusetts.
Christians continued to support pub-
lic education through the first half of this
century. For example, Jerry Falwell,
speaking of the Virginia public schools he
attended in the 1940s, wrote in Listen
Arnerica that they "were without ques-
tion the best in the history of the world."
And that the reason for their high quality
was "because the Bible still permeated
the curriculum of the public schools."
A change of view. With two
Supreme Court decisions in the early
1960s, Engel u. Vitale (1962) prohibiting
prayer in schools, and Schempp u. Dis-
trict of Abinstnn Tbwnship (1963) prohibit-
ing the reading of the Bible in public
schools, Elzngelical and Fundamentalist
parents began to change their view of
public education. For the first time since
Colonial days, when public education was
established, prayer and Bible-reading
were no longer customary in public
schools. In fact they came to be viewed
as "outlawed." The Supreme Court had
eliminated from the classroom two criti-
cal elements of our nation's rich heritage.
Evangelical and Fundamentalist Chris-
tian parents would not sit by idly.
Secularization of the public school
by Frank C. Nelsen- frofessor
of the history of education in the Depart-
ment of Cultural Foundations of Educa-
tion at the Uniaersity of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee and author of Public Schools:
An Evangelical Appraisal.
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increased after the Supreme Court
decision, and so did the criticism by
Christians. They increasingly expressed
their views to teachers, administrators,
and school board members. Fundamen-
talists and Evangelicals became con-
cerned about the public schools' toler-
Christian parents visit
public schools
with a deep-seated
apprehension that
teachers imply do not
understand the issues
that concern them.
ance of objectionable t xtbook content,
drugs, Secular Humanism, Marxism,
evolution, the feminist movement, abor-
tion, homosexuality, AIDS education,
sex clinics in schools, and much more.
Many reacted by sending their children
to Christian schools or, more recently,
began to home-school them.
Why the conllict? While the Chris-
tian school movement has grown signifi-
cantly over the last quarter of a century,
the 'r'ast majority of Christian parents, for
a number of valid reasons, must send
their children to public schools. These
parents visit local schools with a deep-
seated apprehension that publ ic
schoolteachers simply do not understand
the issues that concern them, and are
not receptive to the actions the parents
would like to see the schools take.
If Christian parents at public school
meetings appear anxious and defensive
to school personnel-they are. Through
experience they have come to believe
that school personnel are in authority.
They are committed to the secularization
of the schools, and they are deeply in-
different. even hostile. to basic biblical
beliefs. In one way or another, adminis-
trators communicate to parents that they
are to mind their own business and let
the "professionals run the schools."
Repeated fruitless and tense encoun-
ters lead teachers and administrators to
the frustrated and angry conclusion that
Christian parents are rigrd and inflexible.
With little real knowledge of Fundamen-
talist Christianity, administrators and
teachers perceive the parents' attitudes
as biased, narrovy, and much too dogmat-
ic for present American society, partic-
ularly when the administrator's role
requires him to achieve compromise
and build consensus within the local
community.
Why the impasse? Historically,
public schoolteachers and administrators
have come from the large mainline
denominations. When these denomina-
tions turned to theological Liberalism
early in this century, the public school
educators in their congregations soon fol-
lowed. At best, these teachers found the
Bible to be a useful guide for ethical iv-
ing, but little more than that. As the
country became increasingly secular and
pluralistic, teachers became uncomfort-
able with prayer and the teaching of ralues
in public schools. This came about when
students in schools ofeducation accepted
the philosophical relativism of John
Dewey and the cultural relativism of Ruth
Benedict and Margaret Mead. Educators
came to believe that teaching a common
set of values was not their responsibility.
Intense criticism of middle-class
values, and of those who would impose
them on underclass children in public
schools, became the vogue in academia
in the 1960s. Teachers concluded that
one could not claim one set of values as
better than another. All they could say
was that they were different. With those
two Supreme Court decisions the
secularization of the public schools could
continue unabated.
To understand the mind-set that
Christian parents encounter when they
meet with public school personnel, we
must understand the strong emphasis on
the "professionalization of teaching."
When students graduate from teacher-
training progtrms in schools of education
and begin teaching, they become
"professionals" and join a union, either
the National Education Association or the
American Federation of Teachers. Then
when teachers enter graduate programs
in education, the emphasis is on "educa-
tional research," "educational psychol-
ogy," "curriculum development," and
"methodology" of one kind or another.
One type of educator who does
graduate work in education is the profes-
sional administrator who is taught to be,
above all else, a manager of public edu-
cation. This professional educator avoids
"abstract thinking" of any type, in favor
of "practical solutions." Thus, the clas-
sics or the humanities have no real place
in graduate work in education.
Christian parents have a problem
when they attempt to explain a biblical
doctrine to professional educators. There
is ofnecessity an abstract, and certainly
a spiritual, dimension to biblical theolo-
gy. It ought not surprise us when school
administrators cannot follow the logic of
the Christian parent when he explains his
position from a biblical standpoint.
The creation science issue. In re-
cent years a specific point of conflict be-
tween Fundamentalist parents and public
school personnel has been creation
science. Considerable debate and several
court cases have not settled the issue of
the place of creation science in the pub-
lic school curriculum.
But whether creationist views are
"right" or "wrong" is not the question
public school personnel ought to be ask-
ing. If secular educators are as committed
to academic freedom and critical think-
ing as they claim to be, then Fundamen-
talist views of creation should be taught
and discussed freely in the public school.
Whether creationism is taught in science
class or in social studies is of little
importance. The critical issue is that
creationism be taught with academic in-
tegrity and fairness. Secular educators
must allow our children and youth access
to important American social history and
certainly the debate over biological evo-
lution is an important part of that history.
To simply ridicule the Scopes Tiial,
which seems to be a favorite method
used by social studies teachers to "cover
creationism," is not only unfair but is also
a distortion of American history.
Books and the fairness issue.
Occasionally, Christian parents ask
school librarians why there are so few
books by Consenztive writers, present-
ing a pro-life, pro-creation, and pro-family
point of view. Why are there, for exam-
ple, books by Norma Klein and Judy
Blume, and no books by James Dobson,
Mary Ann Mayo, and Ken Unger? School
administmtors and librarians always avoid
the term censorship, while choosing
books for the shelves. School ibrarians
claim they "select" but never "censor."
What can be done? Can Christian
parents and public school personnel
In one way or another,
administrators
communicate o parents
that they are to mind
their own business.
achieve beneficial dialogue and worth-
while discussion? The answer is yes.
Here are some practical suggestions for
making progress.
Christian parents are more effective
with public school personnel when they
lower their emotional level. This may not
be easy when parents feel strongly about
an issue that affects their children.
Nonetheless, lowering the emotional
level will prove beneficial. Being in
control and logically presenting a point
of view based on solid facts is the best
method.
Educators are impressed when well-
informed parents express concern not
only for their ovm children, but for all the
children in the school district. Christian
parents should be well-acquainted with
local and national educational issues.
Learning some of the terms used by
professional educators is helpful.
Christian parents would like teachers
and administrators to know more about
Evangelicals and Fundamentalists, and
their history in this country. Most pub-
lic school personnel simply do not know
much about Evangelical leaders of the
past. They might know something about
Jonathan Edwards, having once read
''Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God"
in an American literature class. (They did
not like it.) But they know virtually noth-
ing about great Evangelicals and Fun-
damentalists uch as Charles G. Finney,
Francis Asbury D.L. Moody, Charles
Hodges, Billy Sunday, J. Frank Norris,
William B. Riley, and Charles E. Fuller.
Furthermore, they know little or noth-
ing about the Second Great Awakening,
which brought profound spiritual blessing
and positive social benefit to this country.
This is unfortunate and unproductive.
If school administrators and teachers
had a better understanding of the bibli-
cal point of view, Christian parents might
be more cooperative. Most Christian
parents welcome the opportunity to
share their perspective on what the pub-
lic school can do for their children,
without undermining their faith in Jesus
Christ. Christian parents would like
teachers and administrators to be more
aware of the biblical values that consti-
tute their core of beliefs and on which
they base their personal standards. This
is not to say that Evangelicals and Fun-
damentalists do not share most of the
mainstream social values of American
society. But what the Bible teaches
about how Christians live their daily lives
is vitally important. That is why biblical
views are so often involved in the Chris-
tian parents' considerable concern with
textbook content.
There was a time in American edu-
cation when "ethical character" was to
be taught in the public school. Today
"yalue-free" or "value-neutnl" educa-
tion is a hollow substitute for the form-
er emphasis on ethical character
development in the public school. This
led Stephen Arons, professor of legal
studies at the University of Mas-
sachusetts, to comment hat today's pub-
lic schools have become "bland, ethically
numb and assertively mediocre."
Christian parents expect to be treated
with courtesy and respect when they
visit the public school. To be sure, school
administrators often find Evangelicals and
Fundamentalists tough to deal with. This
may be because public school personnel
tend to view Christian parents as rigid,
narrow-minded, and opposed to the
pluralistic and hedonistic orientation of
present American society. Neverthe-
continued on page 64
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Home
Education
A F,ealistic View
Iead some families down a path
of disillusionment. So, what
does the other side look like?
Few parents can effectively
motivate children of all ages
h
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i:r all subject ar€as, especially
older ehildren. A parent may
be 
€ifted or particularly in-
terested ln Algebra, but weak
in history or Shakespeare.
Children may suffer from
inadequate exposurc ln a par-
ent's weak &r€as. If I had de-
pended on my parents'
attitude toward llteraturc, I
may never have experlenced
the drama of Charles Dlckens
or been chanenged with
the ideas of George
Orwell. A teacher
who sparked
and fanned
' that flame
enriched
erary exposure. Most parents
have difficulty presenting
material from a broad aca-
demic spectrum with an
equal degree of competence
and enthusiasm. I want my
children's exposure in the
academic and arts areas to
be broader than I can
provide.
Most home schools in-
volve more than one child.
Teaching two or more chil-
dren of different a€es re-
qulres unusual patience and
sensitivity. The presence of
preschool-age chlldren can
further complicate the ar-
ran€lement. The students'
differlng academlc gifts and
emotional maturity are also
complex realltles. An ex-
perlenced teachor knows that
what works for one fourth-
grader ma,y not work for
another. A parent in such a
situation often expects
similar methods to produce
similar results in aII chil-
dren, Practlcal experience ln
the classroom dlspels such
myths. Though not impos-
slble, teachlng two or three
children of different ages in
all tho appropriate subJect
areas ig a demanding ta,sk.
Providing an acoeptable
strueture for sound academlc
accountability is difflcult in
by Larry L. Kiser
omo education
offers dlstinct ad-
vantages to some
families. Through
lndividual atten-
tion and love, an effective
parent-tea,cher can thoroughly
and conslstently teach
importa,nt family values. The
parent teaches at a pace that
ls not too fast or too slow,
and the child learns and
progresses at an individually
appropriate rate. The home
school envlronment also of-
fers great protectlon from the
undesirable lnfluences a child
encounters ln most traditlonal
schools. The problem of neela-
tlve peer pressur€ is minimlzed
conslderably in the home
school. Most parents would
certainly welcome thet result.
Personal attention, family
values, indivldual pacing, a,
pure envlronment, no nega-
tlve peer pressure*what else
could a family want? This
sounds too good to be true. In
fact. the home educatlon
issue has two sldes.
Though home education
may be a help for
many, focusing only
on its obvious
advantages may my lit-
the home school. Mental abil-
ity tests, standard achieve-
ment tegts, and othor
academic data form an lm-
portant profile of a student's
abilities and achievement.
These valuable tools measure
a student's potential and
pro€lross, and provide
scholastic credibility to a
hi€lher educatlonal institu-
tion. The availability,
credibility, and objectivity of
such data ln home sohool
records ls an obvious weak-
ness of home educatlon.
Surely the absence of peer
pressure more than compen-
sates for the other pressures
of home education. The
artiflclal absence of peer
prcssure may be pleasant,
but does that build rcsillency?
Children learn to resist peer
pressure by confrontation,
not by avoldance. Granted,
untempered negatlve peer
pressure in large doses a,t too
early an age can be devastat-
ing. But limited exposure to
peer influence prrcvides a
preliminary testlng ground
for the strength of the values
and convictions transmitted
by parents.
The traditional roles of
parent and spouse are
difficult to successfully
fulfill. Adding the chore of
direct and detailed academlc
instructlon can sap the emo-
tional str€ngth of even the
best marriage partner. The
nonteachlnEi spouse, usua,lly
Dad, must thoroughly under-
stand and be equally com-
mitted to the home education
proJect. Proper home educa-
tlon will have a maJor lmpact
on the family. Ilome educa-
tion takes sl€lntficant
amounts of time and
patience. A family choosing
home educatlon must face
these facts realistically.
Home educatlon impacts the
interpersonal relationships
between famrly members. All
members of the family must
be enthusiastic about it.
So who can and who
cant? Who should and who
shouldn't? Befong decldlng for
t"#;$s:$"r*'"'.'
dev?Yl; surely
trna!.bD" 
-o gOd.
or against home education,
conslder the matter prayer-
fully. The decision ls a serious
one, even if the a,rrangement
is only temporary. Carefully
investigate and determine to
stay wlthln the legal bound-
aries of your state and locality.
Investlgate any potentlal legal
problems. B,ead about home
educatlon before commltting to
it. B,aymond Moore's books are
excellent. Be a discernlng,
thoughtful reader. TaIk to par-
ents who have been or arre
involved positively ln home
educatlon. Attend meetlngs of
home education supporb goups.
These people will be lnvaluable
to you if you choose to educate
at home. AIso talk to those who
are opposed to home education.
Listen to and evaluate their
reasoning.
Ask yourself the fo[owing
questions. The prospective
teachlng parent should be able
to candldly answer yes to
rnoet of them.
1. Am I good at planning
and scheduling?
R. Am I very patient wlth
mgr children?
5. Am f emotionatly stable
from day to day?
4. Do I recover well from
interruptions?
5. Am I willing to give up
most of my personal daytime
pursuits, if neceggary, for
thls task?
6. Am I wiling to dras-
tically reduce the amount of
my personal time given to
church and other worthy
community proJects?
?. Am I creatlve in attackingl
seemingly slmple problems
from dlfferent angles?
8. Am I interested ln and
well-informed in most maJor
areas of the academlc
domain? Do I enJoy science,
math, reading, history,
poetry, muslc, and so on?
9. Am I willing to
make special arrange-
ments for provldlng
my chlldren wlth en-
richlng musical,
aesthetlc, and ath-
Ietic opportunltles
that are generaly
a part of morp
tradltional
schools?
10. If home
education dld
not work out
for our family, could
I give it up wlthout f6e11ng
that I had failed?
ff your honest response to
three or four of these questions
ls no, home educatlon may not
be best for your family. If
you answercd yes to most or all
of these questlons, you might
prayerfully embark on home
education. A child's mind
is a fragile glft. Careless,
unbalanced development of
that gift sunely dlspleases God.
If you declde to glve home
education a try, begin with one
child at a tlme, preferably a
chlld who has mastered basic
reading skills and has not
demonstrated any special
learning problems.
Be ca,rcful to protect yourseU
and your children from
continued on page 88
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Home-
Schooling
The Parents' Perspective
by Kay F,aysor
o ne€atlve
peer
preggure,
better rela-
tlonshlps
wlthln the family, less
stress, more flexlbility,
more tlme to do the
things your chlldren
Iike to do. How can
famllles reap those
beneflts? Accordlng
to many parents
thes6 are some of
the advantages of
home-schooling.
Ruth Pulllam,
who has a m&gter's
degree ln teachlng from
Columbia Unlverslty, says,
"My husband and I had
heard of the educatlonal
advantages of one-on-one
teachlng, and the absence of
peer pFessurc." After home-
schooling for four years, this
mother of flve attests that
home-schooled chlldren "aca-
demlcally c&n cover mor€
ground ln a much shorter
tlme. They can go at thelr
own rate, pursue in depth
th€ things they aru ln-
terested in, and spend
tlme working on things
"Children in a typical
school often think they can
relate only to children their
age, and they
are intimldated by older
chlldren," Ruth continues.
I{owever, she flnds that
her home-schooled childnen
are comfortable with chit-
drpn of all ages.
"They accomplish much
more than they would ln a
typlcal school," says Llnda
Kochendarfer, who
ta,ught Junior hl$h
a,nd senloP hlgh
in public and
Chrietian
schools.
"Our oldest
son is about
one year ahead, and our
son with learning dis-
abilities does not have the
emotional problems he
encountered in a typical
school." Linda's
oldest son, who
has been home-
schooled for four
years, takes Rus-
sian at HoIIins
College, a presti-
gious finishing
school in Virginia.
He ranked at the
top of his profes-
sor's class of college
freshmen-and he is
only 14 years o1d.
What prompts a
parent to begin home
education? Ann Schrader
taught ln public schools in
Indiana and Kentucky, and
in Christian schools in
Vfginia. The stress she saw
on chlldren concerned her.
"Preggure," she says, "is
incredible in the lower
grades." Ann was also con-
cerned about the language
and attltudee she s&w even
in Christian schools. "The
attitude I saw was the
opposlte of conforming to
the ima,ge of Christ, and
our chlldren, who had
always been in Chrlstianthey find difflcult.
Photos by Bria Sulliva
p?ofessor, also rea,d B,aymond
and Dorothy Moore's books
Home-Grown Kids and
Home-Spun Schools.
"It convinced us
that until our children
could stand alone and
schools, were not growing
spiritually."
Opposed to home educa-
tion, and thinking home edu-
cators were strange, Ann
reluctantly agreed to listen to
some tapes by F,aymond
Moore, only because a frlend
insisted. She and her hus-
band, Steve, a university
including character quallties
and blblical principles for
coping with daily life
stresses; when they ftnd the
schools in their area are
not much different from
publlc schools; or when
they have a conviction that
God never intended kids
to be educated by
other people.
him. We've seen a bi€ differ-
ence in him. He's matured.
He's more gecure and con-
fident. I wish I had known
about this option with my
other children."
For some families
home-schooling is a
temporary measure.
Mike and clane Lloyd
Iived in a rural area
of Pennsylvanla that
was very intimate
and had a stnong
sense of family.
When they moved
to an urban aloa
with a large
Christian
school and
Iarge
church.
they
were
overwhelmed
with new activitles.
It was pulling thelr
family a,part. Want-
ing to reestablish
the closeness and
the involvement
with the famlly
and the family
values, they be€an
home-schoolin€|, even though
Mike teaches in the Christian
school.
Glenn and Pat Phillips
sta?ted home-schooling six
years ago because they could
no longer afford private Chris-
tian education. They contlnue
because they now have a
conviction that "God intends
for Mom and the kids to be
home, building the family bond
and teaching life sk111s."
Pat, whose six children
ran€le in a,ge from s to 18, says,
"Before we began home-
schoollng, our kids were pulled
in so many different directions.
They had to be accountable
to seven diffelent tgachers,
plus ooaches and youth
workers. We weren't a family
anymore, Just people who lived
not be conformed to the
world's mold. we would
home-school them, tak-
ing it one yes,r at a tlme."
Although Ann's ch1l-
dren, ages 10, 16, and 17,
are high achievers who
read a J.ot, "Now that
they are home-schooled,
they are not under stress.
They're able to have music
g1 lessons, whereas before they
Lwere too tired to have them.
We do arts and crafts and
other things they wouldn't
get to do otherwise. We take
Iots of field trips and go to
the places they are studying.
What better or more beau-
tiful way to lealn?"
T/tlhen asked about the
disadvantages, Ann says,
"They mlss teachers they
liked a lot, but they have
other adult friends who fill
that void. They love sports,
but that can be worked out
by enrolling them in clty
leagues. I don't cook the
fancy foods I used to pre-
pare, but my children have
learned to plan meals on a
budget and to purchase and
p"epare the food. They could
totally set up housekeeping."
Some parents opt for
ng over Chris-
''*-tian schools when they per-
ceive the schools are teaching
only facts rather than
Stuart and
Kris Nordberg
be€an home-schooling
in I98O when it was illegal
in their state. Kris kept the
children inside until school
buses ran in the afternoon.
so no one would suspect.
That's how strongly they feel
about what they see as their
God-€iven responsibility.
Others home-school be-
cause of particular needs in
their family. Wayne and
Bonnie Walker have a
blended family that 
"angesfrom a Korean-born toddler
to sons in their twenties,
elementary-age kids to
teena€le daughters. Because
their famlly had been
through a lot of emotlonal
changes- divorce, rema?-
riage, and the addition of
new brothers and sisters-
Bonnie home-schooled their
ll-year-old son this year. "I{e
needed to be with his mom,
and it has been good for
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in the same house and went
some places together."
For two years Sam and
Ann Conway's children asked
to be home-schooled. "There
are so many cliques at
school," Ann says, "and
when our daughter, who was
in the fifth grade at the time,
realized you have to dress or
act a certain way to be ac-
cepted, she didn't want it.
Ilowever, it wasn't a with-
drawal. She was popular and
had friends at school. and
still does."
After completing one year
of home-schooling Ann says,
"It has been the most won-
derful eight months of my
entire life. It has made such
a difference in our
home. It has turnec
the hearts of
our children toward
us and toward each
other."
Rick Boyer, who
conducts seminars
and has written
manuals on home-
schooling, belleves,
"H,esearch ls very
clear that when
par€nts and chil-
dren are separated
that much each
day [the hours
spent in schooll
the chlldren develop peer
dependency; their self-
concept, and thereforr thelr
relatlonships with others,
suffers; and they develop a
pesslmistic attltude toward
llfe."
But that is not why he
and his wife, Marilyn, began
home-schooling. The incon-
venience of commuting to a
Chrlstian preschool led
Marllyn to try home-
schooling. The results were
so good that she declded to
continue, and eight years
later she educates five of
their nlne children at home.
Critics contend home-
schoolers shelter children
from the real world, but
Rick's two oldest sons work
with him in his drywall
business, where language
and life on construction sites
is definitely not a sheltered
experience. "My children are
more exposed to the real
world than they would be in
a typical school, but they are
with a significant adult, the
parent, who can guide them.
I think that's important. My
children can see their father
work in the real world, deal-
ing with people and situa-
tions in a biblical and godly
manner," Rick said.
What advice do home-
schooling parents have for
famllies that
are thinking of
trying lt? Parents consldering
home-schoollnEl should "be
prepared for the discipUne
and commitment it will
requlre in your own llfe,"
says Sandy Day. "It is a
commltment you must work
at every day. If you have a
hard time saylng no to
people, lt can be very hard.
"Check on your state'g
Iaw by going to the library
and looklng under 'Home
School,' or go to a bookstore
where you can look for a list
of resources. Write your state
legislature for a copy of bils
affecting home school and
bills on education. Then
search the education bills for qg
the information you need. 
-
"TaIk to other home-
schoolers about problems
they face and situations they
encounter. B,ead magazines
and books-Peanut Butter
Eamily Home School by But-
terworth, and books by Ray-
mond Moore. There are a lot
of home-schoollng magazines
such as The Family Resource
Magazine, Tamtly R eport,
and ?he Teaching Home.
'Attend curriculum fairs
or get a list of textbook pub-
Iishers, but be very discern-
ing, especially of secular
textbooks. To find curriculum
fairs, write to publishers of
home-school material and
ask if they have a
representative
going to a curric-
ulum fair in your
area." Linda
Kochendarfer.
who has done cur-
riculum studies for
public schools,
concurs. "Get as
much exposure to
materials as you can
and talk to other
home-schoolers. Attend
curriculum falrs rather
than just ordering cur-
rlculum from catalogs.
Spend as much time in pr€pa-
ration as possible. Beginning to
prepare two years ahead ls
not too far in advance.
"Do community service, so
Jrou arc contribuiln€lto the com-
muniff and teaching your chll-
dren that Christianlty applies
to all of Iife." Taklng food to l
the elderly though a "Meals on I
\Mh6els" proglam and par-
ticipa,ting in an inner-city -,r
mini,str5r in Indlanapolis are the 6
Pulliam family's service. The 
i
ie
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Liberty [ifeAid Mission
A Distinctive Rescue Outreach
The Liberty LifeAid Mission is far more than another crisis telephone hotline and definitely more
than another social service outreach. In responding to pleas for help, trained LifeAid helpers
seek to meet the spiritual, emotional, and physical needs of people. Simply spelled out,
Operation LifeAid functions for the whole person in his real l i fe situation through Jesus Christ
and meets the needs of the caller through resources available in local Christian ministries.
Liberty LifeAid Mission offers:
I A national toll{ree telephone I A staff of trained counselors I A multifaceted guidance c nter
number(1-800-LifeAid) promoted possessing a personal relation- offering relevant information a d
through national television and ship and commitment o the Lord training programs for local Chris-
radio; Jesus Christ ;  t ian ministr ies;
I A crisis counseling hotline ac- I Opportunities for Christcentered I An expansive national listing of
cessible 24 hours a day, 7 days in-hospital nd intensive outpatient Christian ministries and agencies
a week; care programs through accredited blanketing the United States for
hospitals and centers nationwide; people in need.
Will You Aid LifeAid?
Liberty LifeAid Mission needs:
I Qualified church and rescue ministries with a heartbeat for the hurting
I Qual i f ied Christ ian counselors wi l l ing to guide the hurt ing
I Qualified Christian lay-people capable of sharing their time and talents to meet the needs of people
I Qualified community services providing food, shelter, and/or medicine for the destitute
I.SOO.LIFEAID
To discover how you can become involved with the Liberty LifeAid network, call or write now for your free informa-
tion packet. All correspondence can be sent to:
M ! S $ [ 0 N
Liberty LifeAid Mission; Langhorne Plaza; Lynchburg, Virginia 24514
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The World Is His Classroom
lElnomas irqunas' ure
I great theologian and
E philosopher who
Iived from 7225 to 7274, was
a poor student. Other stu-
dents of his teacherAlbertus
Magnus nicknamed Aquinas
"the dumb ox." Albertus
summoned Aquinas to a
private interview and
quiz,zed him on all the sub-
jects in the university cur-
riculum. At the next lecture
the master teacher an-
nounced, "You can call your
brother Thomas a dumb ox;
let me tell you that one day
the whole world will listen
to his bellowings."
Perhaps the entire world
is not heeding the words of
Thomas Aquinas today, but
Norm Geisler is. Geisler
credits Aquinas with "hav-
ing the most influence on
my life," and says that if his
house were burning he
would grab his wife, his
Bible. and the Summa
Theologiae by Aquinas.
Just the type of fellow you would
invite to a highbrow formal dinner, right?
You might be surprised. Geisler is cur-
rently a professor of systematic theology
at Dallas Theological Seminary and will
be joining the Liberty University faculty
inJanuary. He has debated philosophical
subjects deep enough to drown the most
learned masters. But Norm Geisler is
anything but stuffy and academic. He is
an easy-going, contented sort of fellow
whose intelligence springs forth not in
silver-dollar words and phrases, but in
common, everyday logic.
He looks younger than his 56 years,
spinning tried-and-true preachers' jokes
by Angela EIweIl Hunt
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as easily as he explains the moral
ambiguities surrounding the current
debate over AIDS education. He is a
philosopher and a theologian, but first he
is a teacher.
Geisler has the spiritual gift of teach-
ing. He loves to communicate. He loves
his subject. He loves his students. "I
simply can't help doing it," he explains,
and adds that he will continue to teach
"until I die. Then I plan to go back to
school forever. The best thing about my
job is that it is something I love doing,
I get paid for doing, and I [will] get
rewards in heaven for doing. That is a
racket-you can't beat that."
Geisler's classroom extends far
beyond the walls of Dallas Theological
Seminary. He is an author, a radio
prognm host, and a public
speaker. He recently com-
pleted work on a four-part
movie series on apologetics,
False God. of Our Thne,
which has been released by
Jeremiah Films. He has
twice testified in trials that
are milestones in American
history. One, the Scopes II
trial, was the basis for
Geisler's book The Creator
in the Courtroom. He also
testified in the Bristol,
Virginia, trial in which the
judge ruled that it is legiti-
mate to teach the Bible as
history and literature in the
public schools.
He believes every Chris-
tian ought to be informed
about the ethical and politi-
cal concerns that are rock-
ing our country. "The Bible
commands us to be salt and
light in our society," he
explains. "The moral deca-
dence of our society de-
mands that people of good-
will do something about what is
happening."
Geisler pauses a moment. "l
once asked my class, 'What is the
greatest problem in America today? Is it
ignorance or is it apathy?' One student
answered, 'I don't know and I don't
care.'
"I think the basic problem is ignor-
ance, and of course apathy follows upon
that. Hosea said, 'My people are de-
stroyed for lack of knowledge.' I read
a headline in a newspaper that said,
'Humanism Is Not a Religion.' That is
utter ignorance. Humanists have twice
declared themselves a religion, and
the Supreme Court has declared it a
religion."
The March 1987 ruling by Judge W.
Brevard Hand banning 45 textbooks from
Alabama public schools because they un-
constitutionally promoted the religion of
Secular Humanism had implications for
all Christian parents and students,
Geisler believes. If the ruling had not
been overturned, Geisler says, "The
public schools would harc been frightened
into recognizing that the ideologies they
are teaching are really what Thomas
Jefferson would have called tyranny. Tax-
ation without representation is tyranny.
When you force someone to pay taxes,
and pay teachers to teach children reli-
gious views that are contrary to their
parents' religious views, that is the worst
form of ideological tyranny you can get."
Of all the contemporary sociopolitical
issues such as AIDS, school prayer, and
nuclear war. what does Geisler see as
the most crucial? 'Abortion-there is no
close second. Hitler killed 6 millionJews,
but since 1973 we've killed 20 million
habiesl without due process of the law.
We've done it in defiance of the Fifth and
Fourteentlr Amendments, which give the
right to life. The Declaration of Indepen-
dence says that is an absolute right, an
inalienable right. So we've taken the
most important thing you can take from
someone from 20 million people.
'At 40 days after conception a baby
has a brain wave. and in most states the
absence of a brain wave is regarded as
a sign of death. But in the entire United
States a brain wave is not recognized as
a sign of life."
As important as abortion is, there is
yet another issue about which Christians
should be informed. "The three most
important things in the last 40 years with
regard to American morals are the bomb,
the pill, and the AIDS virus," says
Geisler. "The pill said, 'You can do it
safely.' The bomb said, 'You had better
do it now, because you might not be alive
tomorrow.' The AIDS virus is saying,
'You'd better not do it, because you
might not be alive tomorrow.' I think the
AIDS virus is going to have an effect on
American morals equivalent o either the
bomb or the pill. It may frighten people
back into monogamy.
"Christians should respond to those
with AIDS with compassion and con-
cern. It's a plague of massive proportions
that is doubling every year and taking in a
lot of innocent people. I was at a medical
convention recently and spoke with a
man who had just returned from an AIDS
research convention. He said, 'Most of
the people who are doing research on the
AIDS virus now have the virus and they
are frightened to death.' Any reasonable
person is going to fear the consequences
of this. Another response is going to be
sobriety, because any young person who
"The three most
important hings in the
last 40 years with regard to
American morals are
the bomb, the pill,
and the AIDS virus."
considers any kind of sexual activity out-
side of a lifetime commitment to a
monogamous marriage ought to think
twice about it."
Marry Christians are becoming in-
creasingly active in important issues, and
seeing their results brings Geisler great
satisfaction. "We have won some signifi-
cant cases. We are on the threshold of
winning some others. President Reagan
has now appointed two new justices to the
appeals court. That is very encouraging.
"This is the most e>rciting time in his-
tory socially, politically, and prophetically.
Socially and politically we're seeing the
clash of worldviews on the social scene.
and we're seeing Christians becoming in-
volved. It is o<citing prophetically because
we know we're 2,000 years closer to
Christ's coming than we were before. The
stage is being set, the prophetic signs are
occurring-it is very exciting."
This man with the burning desire to
know and to teach admits that he is often
frustmted by "Christians who are on the
right tmck but who aren't moving. Even
God can't steer a parked car. Many Chris-
tians e:<hibit a lack of activity and involve-
ment in a world taken over by Secularism
and the New Age movement. They sit like
bumps on a log, not realizing what is
going on around them."
Teacher, educato4 a molder of history-
Geisler has many roles and has had many
successes. How does he measure his suc-
cess? "I measure my own accomplishment
by the standard of God's \4brd. In the final
analysis, have I brought every thought cap-
tive to Christ? I am successfrrl to the de-
gree that I think and live Ckistocentrically
and captfiate every thought, whether it
happens to be about politics or ethics or
frmily, in the light of Christ and His
revelation in His Word."
One of Geisler's greatest successes is
his frmily. He and his wife of 32 years,
Barbara, hare reared six children and are
currently beaming orrer four grandchildren.
Why did a mum as contemponry as
Geisler choose Thomas Aquinas as amost-
admired hero? "He was the most brilliant,
most comprehensive, and most systematic
of all Ckistian thinkers and perhaps of all
thinken of all time," explains Geisler. "He
spoke on every topic systematically, suc-
cinctly, and comprehensively. He lived in
an age very similar to this one, when secu-
lar philosophies were taking wer the uni-
versrty systems. He went out and studied
the main philosoplry of the day, which was
fuistotelianism, and became equipped to
handle, on the highest intellectual evel,
what was golng on ideologically. He an-
swered the Humanism of his day and reflrt-
ed it, and history credits him for reversing
the tide of Humanism in his day."
No one can be sure that the tide of
Humanism will be turned in our day. But
Norm Geisler and men like him, who fuht
frlse philosophies on high intellectual
levels, will make certain the "whole world
listens to their bellowings." t
Worried about what your
children learn in school?
American schools were tounded on
the Bible, basic €ducation and godly
moral values.
But now, schools teach anti-Christian
values and k ids learn about drugs,
sex and immorality at school.
Christians Need Their Own
Scfrools
BASIC EDUCATION is th€ world's largest
distributor of Bible-based curriculum.
Its nationwide system of coordinators will
help you start a Christian School in your
own home.
. lt's easy-courses are self-instructional
. Economical and academically superior
. Over $25 million development costs
.  Grades K through 12
. No degree necessary
For intormation, call toll-f ree:
1-800-852-2742 (U.S.)
1 -800-248-1 776 (Texas)
Basic Eclucatlon
Box 610589-Dept.  F-2
Dallas/Ft. Worlh Airport, TX 75261
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Discover Your
Spiritual
eff was a faithful member of his church's youth group.
But he was not a Christian. During his high school years
he successfully resisted the call of God to commit his
life to Christ until, in his senior year, he responded to an
altar call. That changed his life. He began to stop
living for himself and started to live for Christ.
A few months after his decision, Jeff
helped his church organze a major evan-
gelistic thrust. Several teenagers in his
youtl group made professions of faith
during the campaign. Jeff immediately
drew these new believers together and
began leading them in group Bible study.
Consequently, they e:rperienced signifi-
cant spiritual growth over the next few
months.
Jeff began using his spiritual gifts of
leadership and organization less tlan a
year after his commitment o Christ. But
if you had asked him what his spiritual
gifts were, he probably would have
responded with a blank stare. This is
not uncommon for new Christians. And
it is not uncommon for old Christians either.
Some biblical assumptions concerning spiritual
gifts. We all use our gifts whether we are conscious of them
or not. But becoming aware of our spiritual gifts is still impor-
tant. An undisputed tenet in most Christian circles is that
every believer possesses one or more spiritual gifts (1 Cor.
72:44). But we often conveniently forget a related and equally
undeniable biblical truth, namely that every Christian is respon-
sible before God to use his gifts to serve others. To parzphrase
Paul in Romans 72:6-8, "Whatever your gift, whether it be
teaching, grving, serving, leading, or whatever, use it faithfully,
diligently, and cheerfully."
If you, like Jeff, are living a life of love and are committed
to serving and helping other people, you may be unconsciously
using your spiritual gifts. This is because
spiritual grfts are like words. You might
be surprised how much talking you do in
a single day. In the course of your con-
versations you use thousands of words,
but you might find it difficult to define
some of these words if someone
challenged you. Yet, you know you are
using them correctly, even though you
cannot give an elaborate definition of
them.
Just as you correctly use words
through instinct, you correctly use
spiritual grfts you are not aware of. But
what about tlose words you know well?
Chances are you use them with more
confidence, with more creativity, and
with greater frequency than you do less familiar words. In the
same way, when you are familiar with your gifts, when you
lsdizs what they are, you are more likely to use them more
frequently, more confidently, and with greater skill. Becom-
ing more aware of your spiritual gifts makes you of greater
benefit to others.
What are spiritual gifts? How are we to use them?
Spiritual grfts are best defined for us by Peter. 'As every man
hatl received the gift, even so minister the same one to
another, as good stewards of the manifold grace of God"
tu
m
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(1 Peter 4:10). Peter says that a spiritual gtftis God's grace madz
uisible b means of a particular action that serues other people.
He points out our moral responsibility before God. God expects
us to serve others with our gifts.
The Greek word for grace is the root word for g'rf. This by
itself would lead us to think there is a relationship between grace
and grft. But Peter gives us more to go on than this. He says
that to use a gift is to "minister," or "administer," God's grace.
Using our gifts shows God's grace in us and ministerc God's
gnce tn others. Peter calls God's grace ''manifold,'' or ''varied,''
because grace has many forms.
Romans 12:6 takes this thought further. This verse can be
tnnslated as follows:
We have different gtrfts accordbg fo the g-ace given us.
We have different gtrfts corresponding /o the grzce given us.
We have different gfts just as the grace given us.
These translations emphasize the tight relationship between
grace and spiritual grfts. To make this even more striking, let's
take a brief look at some definitions:
According /o; in conformity with; depending on.
Conespondfug /o; agreeing with; related to; accompanying.
Just as: exactly, precisely.
The diversity of grace causes the divenity of spiritual gifts.
Somehow, our gifts are determined by the specific grace given
to us. We might say that the grace given us by God contains
the pattern out of which our gifts grow, much as our DNA pro-
vides the pattern for our ptrysical growth. This e>rciting concept
compels us to use the special gifts given us by God's grace.
When you consider which gifts God may'harc given you, con-
template the spiritual gifts listed in the Scriptures. There is a
better than even chance that one of these gifts is youn. But vir-
tually all Bible scholan and teachers agree that the gifts listed
in Scripture are only a sampling, a small percentage of the many
gtfts of the Spirit.
Do not become wrapped up in trying to e>ractly match your
gifts with those mentioned in Scripture, or in finding the correct
scriptunl term or formulation for your gifts. Rather, become
aware of. your gifts. But if there are gifts not mentioned in the
Bible, how do you know what to look for?
Look for a special enabling to excel at those things all Chris-
tians are responsible to do. Some examples are praying, joyful-
ness, loving, patience, kindness, and hospitality. Inok for natural
abilities that God has recreated into spiritual gifts. Some gifts
listed in the Bible-teaching, leadership, celibacy, and mariage,
for example-are not unique to Christians. A good rule of thumb
is to expect the abilities God gave people at birth to be trzns-
formed into spiritual gifts at rebirth. When we become Christians
everything, including our abilities, becomes new (2 Cor. 5:17).
Here are some steps to help you discover your spiritual gifts.
Prayer. If you are like me, you prefer to be doing some-
thing rather than just praying about it. But prayer is the first
essential step in discovering your spiritual gifts. Getting an
accurate picture of how God has enabled you to serve with
your gifts requires wisdom. We need to ask God to lead us
in wisdom and understanding.
Bible study. Taking a good, long look at Scripture is the
next step. Join to your prayers a careful
consideration of whether any of the gifts
listed in the New Testament might be
yours. But do not limit yourself to the
seven passages that explicitly list the
gifts. Keep alert for what God might
show you in other portions of Scripture.
God might teach you a lot about your-
self and your gifts when you read about
biblical characters and how they served
God. Moses, Ruth. Andrew. Daniel.
Esther, or Marthamight display grfts you
can identify with.
While I studied through the books of
Timothy and Titus, the Holy Spirit made
me feel tlnt what hr:l was saying to these
two Christian leaders, he was saying in
a special sense to me as well. I became
convinced that I had the gft of leadership.
A broad study of Scripture can help you
get more of a handle on your gifts.
Private contemplation. Sit back
and reflect on two questions. "ln what
ways do I know for a fact that I can be
of help to others, especially to other
Christians?" Think about what you have
done that has helped others grow, or
brought some kind of fruit into their lives.
This fruit can be anything from a better
undentanding of Scripture to being a
more thankful or jo1ftl person. Think
about actions or accomolishments that
Ilon'tJttst Lemn How to lvlahe
a Liaing ... Lparn How to Liue!
Calvary Bible College has the faculty
dedicated to help you learn how to live and
make a difference in your world, At Calvary
you can develop not only the skills, but the
character qualities to enable you to not only
live but to live for Jesus Christ. Our eloal is
to help our students glorifo God whether
they choose vocations in the church or in
the world. And, as such, our giraduates are
in demand.
For those who are unsure of what their
future plans might be, we can give Euidance
and support as they face these major
decisions. And Calvary is surprisingly
affordable.
We at Calvaty care about you and
the life you'll live.
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! eorussorrls cALvARY BIBLE coLLEcE
: E800 CALVARY ROAp. KANSAS ClTY,Mo64l47
Yes. I want to find out how I can "Make a Differ-
ence" for Jesus Christ in my world.
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone (
F09
ULTAW
BIBLECOLLECE
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IIGHT t88 Teams $ow and
Reap During Orient Gampaigrt
On a dark street in
China, an LU student
makes his way through
alleys, around buildings, and
up a stairway to a home
Bible-study group. He is
carrying Bibles to a desig-
nated drop-off point.
These were some of
over 9,000 Bibles carried by
students into China.
Miraculously, customs
officials chose not to check
the baggage containing the
precious Books. Wth the
help of missionaries, these
copies of the Word of God
would be dispersed through-
out the country. It is said
that for every Bible dis-
tributed, at least 10 Chinese
will come to know Christ.
In a small church moni-
tored by the government
one team member met an
elderly woman who had
actually been won to
the tnrd by Watchman Nee.
The team left China with
a greater appreciation
for God's Word, realizing
that the Chinese do
not have easy access to
the Scriptures, while
most American homes
have several copies. During
the campaign 46 Liberty
University students
experienced an unforget-
table blessing as they
gathered in the evening
hours for a prayer
service on the Great Wall
of China.
'hri
LIGHT '88 members posed on the Great Wall  of China during their tr ip
to the Orient.
Students participating
in this unique outreach felt
the impact of their wit-
nessing efforts. This
outreach, like other sim-
ilar campaigns, gave
students a close-up look
at missions. "I have always
attended a church that
actively supported missions,
but this campaign was
my first opportunity to
'experience' missions,"
said Rhonda Jenkins. "I
am just thankful that I
was able to meet Christians
on the other side of the
world and to realize they
are really brothers and
sisters laboring together
with us in Christ."
Eric Ellis, Renae Davis,
and many other students
were challenged to a
deeper commitment to mis-
sions. "I finally prayed
and told God, Anywhere
you want me, I'll go!' "
explained Eric. "I
really feel that the Lord
may want me to do more
work on the mission
field."
Renae feels the I-ord
"has called me to work
with deaf people on the
foreign mission field,
and possibly in Bohol,
Philippines. I am very
grateful to God for allow-
ing me the privilege
of being part of
L IGHT'88 . ' '
leff. Takrzewski, who
led the Japan team, called
his campaign a sowing
ministry because the
majority of the Japanese
have never heard of Christ
and do not readily accept
Him. Those who do
become Christians usuallv
attend church for 6 to
12 months before making
the decision. Japanese
churches are small, with
usually 20 to 30 in
attendance. Students saw
how missionary Ralph Cox
reaches the Japanese by
appealing to their interest
to learn English. He
teaches English classes,
then offers English Bible
classes. Through this
means he introduces many
Japanese to the gospel and
has planted 40 churches
throughout southern Japan.
One team member,
Asako Onishi, was treated
to a homecoming athering
at her high school in
Japan. Her father helped
initiate the event attended
by over 1,000 students,
teachers, PIA members,
and local news media.
Asako presented her
testimony and the team
gave a conceft.
In Hiroshima, at a
nursing home for the
elderly over 85 years old,
team members met
survivors of the atomic
bomb explosion. With
tear-filled eyes, these
older folks kept asking the
crew of young Americans
to pray for peace in the
world.
In addition to ministering
to the Japanese, the team
also held a program on
the Iwakuni Marine Base.
It was the only time the
team did a program in
English. "It was like being
home in America for one
night. They served us
a potluck dinner of home-
made American food. We
were thrilled, and best of
all, two GIs accepted Christ
at the end of our concert,"
said Zakrzewski.
Undoubtedly the
greatest highlight of
LIGHT's Orient campaign
came at the Kung Min
School in Korea when the
team sang to 10,000
students and 3,000 of them
responded to the invitation
to receive Christ as their
personal Saviour.
The team had an
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September
7-9-Josh M cDawel I speaks at Li be rty U n ive rsity
l?-Dallas Holm Concert at LU
|l-Dr. Falwell speaks at San Jacinto Baptist
Church, Amari llo, Texas
12-Dn Falwell speaks at Retta Baptist Church,
Burleson, Texas
23-Dr Falwell speaks at Concerned Women for
America Convention, Washington, DC
Z}-Jack Wyrtzen speaks at LU
1]-October 2
-Senior Saints Weekend
in South Korea, Japan,
Hong Kong, and the
Philippines, the teams
ministered to over 70,000
people. Vernon Brewer, vice
president of student af{airs:
larry Haag, missions
director; Steve Coffey,
director of World Impact;
Ieff Zakrzewski, LIGHT
Ministries and missions
business financial officer;
Rob Jackson, campus
pastor; Donna Faircloth,
campaign coordinator; and
Sumner Wemp, vice
president of spiritual
affairs, led the campaign.
Liberty graduates and
veteran missionaries Joe
Hale (Korea) and Glenn
Kurka (the Philippines),
coordinated the LIGHT
team activities and efforts
in their respective
countries. Missionaries
and national pastors
now have the task of
discipling these converts.
Pray for them.
Howard Erickson
and Martha Harper
Blazirrg new trails once
again, Liberty University
will be the first college in
America to institute college-
wide random drug testing
this fall. The announcement
from Dr. Jerry Falwell came
shortly before the end of
the 1987-88 academic year
and was met with a positive
response. Students inter-
viewed hoped that drug
users hearing of the tests
will choose another
university.
Dr. Gregg Albers, LU's
director of Health Services,
says the drug testing, which
takes effect August 20, will
be the most efficient way to
ensure a drug-free environ-
ment for Christian educa-
tion. When asked about the
estimated yearly cost of
up to $50,000, Dr. Albers
explained that with the
university's growth, more
personnel would be needed
to enforce the existing
rules. "The money needed
to hire two or three staff
members just to investigate
alleged drug use and carry
out disciplinary action could
be used to swiftly and
positively identify drug
users.
The faster expulsion
process might prevent that
user from further disrupting
campus life."
All students will be
required to sign a waiver
agreeing to submit them-
selves to the tests when
asked. Each month approx-
imately 200 students will be
selected at random for the
tests, along with any who
exhibit obvious intoxicated
or drug-altered behavior.
Those administering the
tests will use, in addition to
urine samples. a "rapid eye
check." Recent studies
have shown that specific
physical changes in the eyes
take place during drug
use. "Hopefully," says
Dr. Albers, "through the
combination of tests we will
be using, we will deter drug
users from wishing to
attend Liberty."
Laurie M. McCauley
IJ:#fft 
sinsers ministered in music tostudents a  Shinshiro Hish 
| ffirmg Tgmtirrg at LU
unusual opportunity to
minister at a Buddhist
school for girls in Korea.
School authorities prohibited
preaching, but the team
was allowed to sing and
testify freely. What an im-
pact was made for Christ
when they sang "No Other
Name But Jesus" in
Koreanl This was the first
time many of those
students had heard about
Jesus Christ.
The intensity of these
campaigns is evident in
the team's daily schedule.
While in South Korea, the
LIGHT Singers conducted
four services in one day,
with over 12,000 people
in attendance and 950
accepting Christ as Saviour.
Team members quickly
learned to expect
results from the I-ord
as they witnessed
answers to prayer and
saw the powerful saving
grace of God at work.
The evangelistic
campaign to the Orient
brought 6,188 decisions
for Christ. Including
simultaneous programs
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Randy Tomlin became the 10th
Liberty baseball player to be
drafted from LU since 1974.
Tomlin
Selected
by Pirates
Liberty University's stand-
out left-handed pitcher,
Randy Tornlin, has been
selected by the Pittsburgh
Pirates in the major league's
amateur draft June I and2.
Tornlin, selected in the 18th
round, reported to Bradenton,
Florida, for assignment.
Tonlin will bypass his
senior season for the oppor-
tunity to play professionally.
l,ast season he posted a 6{
record with a 3.36 ERA. He
also set a Liberty record for
strikeouts with 90 in 107
innings pitched. Tornlin walked
just 28 batters.
In three seasons, Tomlin
compiled an 18-16 record with
211 strikeouts and an ERA of
3.86. He becomes the 10th
Liberty baseball player to be
drafted since the program
began in 1974.
Single
Purpose
"Young adults are prob-
ably the most neglected
group in the church today,"
says Norm Yukers of the
Thomas Road Baptist
Church Singles Ministry.
"Forty percent of America's
adult community is single-
or single again-and yet this
percentage is not at all
reflected in our churches."
Acknowledging the special
needs and talents of thrs
group, Thomas Road offers
the Single Purpose (ages 18
to 25) and Lighthouse (ages
25 and up) Sunday school
classes.
This foundational time
is complemented by a
specialized Wednesday
evening study attended by
80 to 100 singles each
week. "Focal Point," a
class for younger singles, is
composed of predominantly
college students who have
never married but are living
on their own for the first
time. They address perti-
nent issues such as
intimacy, entertainment,
dress, and the role of
singles in the church family.
This class also enjoys a
rigorous schedule of
activities including a winter
volleyball eague, summer
softball games, retreats, and
skiing trips.
AIso on Wednesday
evenings, 30 or so older,
more established singles-
some previously married,
some single parents, and
others who have never
married-attend "Solo
Issues." Here they discuss
and analyze singleness-the
stereotypes, the loneliness,
and the special opportuni-
ties it affords. This class
also plans frequent casual
social gatherings.
"The majority of singles'
ministries are socially
oriented, meeting under a
church's name, and hoping
everything comes out all
right," says Yukers. "We
start with the special
spiritual needs of the group
and move secondly to social
needs. And we're thrilled
with the personal growth
we've seen."
LMM
The College Sports Informa-
tion Directors Association(CoSlDA) awarded first place
to the 1988 LU Football
Media Guide (Division ll
category), edited by Chuck
Burch, Cary Coleman, and
Debbie Scales; designed by
graphic artist Jim Patterson;
and typ€set by Neil Dooley.
Singles enjoy physical as well as spiritual retreshment.
TRBC singles share test imonies during small  group prayer circles.
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rl'Lr'r; ;:1.' f contemporary institutionalized Chris-
,,,,;ri;. tianity exhibits a profound reluctance
to be the salt of the earth and speak
against he spread of neo-paganism, it
is because of a crisis of identity. The institutional
churches today, having largely abandoned belief in the
Bible as M the inerrant, authoritative Word of God,
simply do not know who they are, or what authority
they possess as the guardians and @ transmitters of
absolute truth. For many, their claim to be a part of
the body of Christ rings as true as the plastic culture
from which they seek acceptance. What is true of most
@ institutional churches is at least as true of many
individuals who profess to be Christians.
In contrast to the Christians of the first five cen-
turies, Christians today present o E the secular world
a confused picture, especially on the moral issues of
our day. True, a remnant still possess the courage to
BY PAUL R.WA]BqL
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FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS ISSUED BY:
Ghurch and Instltutlonal Facllltles
Development Corporatlon
TOTAL ISSUE:
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Adjustable'
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694,000
766,000
849,750
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"AMl and Church and lnstitutional Facilities Development
Corporation have been yory success ful in assisting in the rapid
growth of Liberty University. As our investment banker, these
people have madeit possib/e for the university to continue its
expansion as the fastest growing such schoo I in the world."
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL TOLL.FREE
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stand up and declare, "Thus saith the
Lord!" But this conviction, which has
always been the hallmark of the true
church, is largely shunned, even
ridiculed, by much of contemporary
Christianity.
Having a low view of the Bible, most
Christians today do not have an authorita-
tive base from which to judge and oppose
the spread of neo-paganism. Whether it
be the attack on the family, the spread
of homosexuality, abortion-on-demand,
infanticide, or euthanasia, they are para-
lyzed, because for them, God is silent.
The Bible is, at best, man's seeking
after God, a God who is in the final
analysis unknowable. There is an
unbridgeable gap between God, the
"wholly other," and finite man. Man is
alone in an impersonal universe. The only
absolutes are the arbitrary absolutes of
the dominant forces in society. Whatever
man says is truth, is truth; whatever man
says is right, is right.
This sad state of affairs, which
characterizes much of Christianity today,
did not happen overnight. The basic shift
in authority from God's revealed Word to
human reason occurred over a period of
centuries, and was largely a result of the
church's failure to meet the challenge of
Secular Humanism.
The problem of authority in the
Middle Ages. Since the time of the
apostles, Christians have wrestled with
the problem of authority. The institu-
tional church is, after all, a human insti-
tution. Tnditionally, Christians have held
that Jesus Christ is the Head of the
church; that all true believers-past,
present, and future-together comprise
the body of Christ; and that the Holy
Spirit indwells and empowers the church
to fulfill the commission given to it by
Christ. But these are truths found in
Scripture, the written Word of God.
Souls are to be won through the preach-
ing of the Word. The spirits are to be
tested by Scripture. The church is
nourished and governed through Scrip-
ture. In short, Scripture is the very
breath of God, according to 2 Timothy
3:16, and the final authority in all matters.
The peculiar historical circumstances
that accompanied and followed the col-
lapse of the Roman Empire in the West
during the fifth century led to serious
doctrinal and moral comrption. The idea
of a "Christian" empire gave way to the
concept of "Christendom" (Christ's
kingdom), politically fragmented, but
spiritually unified. All individuals were
baptized into the church at birth, or as
adults in the case of newly conquered
territories. No one except Jews, or in-
fidels living outside the political authority
of Christendom, was outside the church.
The church itself developed as a vast,
monolithic institution governed by the
Bishop of Rome, the Vicar of Christ, the
possessor of the keys.
During the course of the Middle
Ages, roughly the fifth through the four-
teenth centuries, the Roman Catholic
church strayed from the Scriptures as
final authority. It came to believe that the
original revelation brought by Jesus
Christ was given to the church in the
form of Tradition. That Tradition (or
revelation) is divided into a written
Ti"adition (the Bible, specifically the New
Testament) and an oral Tiadition. Both
are preserved by the church. Like the
written Tradition, the oral Tradition was
believed to be both infallible and
authoritative. The faithful were depen-
dent on the church, which possessed the
authority to identify and interpret the
Word of God in both its written and oral
forms. Hence, the church, a human insti-
tution, whatever its claims to the contary,
was placed in a position of authority over
Scripture. Ultimately, finite human reason
was the final authority on matters of faith
and practice, not the Bible.
The Reformation and the return
to Scripture. False doctrine inevitably
leads to corruption in the institutional
church, and to spiritual famine among the
laity. The fourteenth and fifteenth cen-
turies were a bleak period in the history
of the Roman Catholic church. The papal
court was the center of a vast corrupt
bureaucracy that traded in everything
from church offices to salvation itself.
Those who, like John Wycliffe, John
Huss, and Savonarola, tried to call the
church back to the authority of Scripture
were silenced. More often than not, they
were martyred. The indiscriminate sell-
ing of indulgences (the remission of
punishment for sins) stirred the con-
science of a little-known German monk,
and triggered the greatest revi"ral that has
ever swept through the church.
On October 31, 1512 the eve of All
Saints, Martin Luther nailed his Ninety-
five Theses to a church door in the quiet
university town of Wittenberg, Germany.
Luther challenged the pope's authority
to forgive sins. For his authority, Luther
appealed to Scripture. Within a few short
years, Luther was joined by a host of
Reformers. The unity of the institutional
church was forever shattered.
The return to Scripture as the final
authority brought widespread doctrinal
reform, as well as a reformation in law
and morals. Salvation by grace through
faith inJesus Christ plus nothing, and the
priesthood of all believers were but two
of the fundamentals recovered and em-
phasized by the Reformation. But none
was more important than Sola Scriptura,
the Bible alone! Authority was not divid-
ed. The church was under the authority
of Scripture, neither above it, nor equal
to it.
The impact of the Scientific
Revolution. As the Reformation called
Christians back to the Bible, other forces
were at work that would eventually un-
dermine biblical authority for many. In
15,13, the year of his death, Polish astron-
omer Nicolaus Copernicus published a
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scientific treatise suggesting that the
sun, not the earth, was the center of the
universe. Copernicus's thesis was
revolutionary, not because it challenged
the authority of Scripture, but because
it challenged the teachings of the classi-
cal Greek philosophers, especially
Aristotle. Their teachings had been ac-
cepted by the medieval church as
authoritative and biblical. Galileo, inven-
tor of the telescope, defended
the compatibility of Copernicus's thesis
with the teachings of Scripture. He also
went on to discover other natural laws
governing tlre movement of objects on
earth, as well as the planets themselves.
Others followed in the footsteps of
Copernicus and Galileo. The mysteries
of the universe began to unravel as these
inquisitive scholars discovered the natural
Iaws that governed the cosmos. The
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revolution in scientific discovery reached
its culmination in 1687 with the appear-
ance of The Mathematical Pinciples of
Natural PhilosoPlty, one of the most
influential books ever published. In this
book Sir Isaac Newton provided a scien-
tific model of the universe (Newtonian
phl6ics) that remained unchallenged until
the beginning of the twentieth century.
These early scientists were not re-
belling against God, or His Word. For
them, science was a refuious enterprise.
With few possible enceptions, they were
believing Christians. As Christians, they
had from Scripture the knowledge that
the world was really as they perceived
it. God had created an orderly universe,
and man, created in His image, could ob-
jectively study it. In doing so, they were
engaged in the worthy task of investigat-
ing God's creation. As Newton put it,
science was the means by which man
could "think God's thought after Him."
Although the Scientific Revolution
presented no real conflict with biblical
truth, there was a built-in danger, which,
in the hands of those who rejected Chris-
tianity and operated from a secular
(Humanist) base, would undermine faith
in the Bible as divinely revealed, objec-
tive truth. Part of the problem lay in the
scientific method of investigation.
Another problem lay in the mechanistic
view ofthe universe that developed from
the discovery of the natural laws.
Basic to the Scientific Revolution was
the use of inductive reasoning. The
potential danger inherent to inductive
reasoning was the fact that one began
with the observation of nature, not with
God. No assumptions were made con-
cerning the manner or purpose of
creation. Nature could, and soon was,
studied without any regard for God. This
led to the second built-in danger. The
universe was soon viewed as a machine,
a uniform system of cause and effect.
There was no problem as long as one
understood that it was an "open" sys-
tem, that is, as long as one understood
that God, who is outside the system, can
and does act into it. The nonbeliever,
however, could just as easily choose to
view it as a "closed" system. This is
what happened. After Newton, increas-
ingly the tendency was to assume that
everything conld be explained by unalter-
able natural law.
The Enlightenment and the
growth of skepticism. The period that
followed Newton until the beginning of
the French Revolution in 1789 is called
the Enlightenment, or Age of Reason.
The great thinkers who dominated the
period were greatly impressed by the fact
that man, using only reason, had dis-
covered how the universe operated.
They were impressed, too, with the
mechanistic model of the universe, a
uniformity of cause and effect. They saw
no need for a god as anything more than
a kind of watchmaker. For them, t}te sys-
tem was closed. For tlem, the key to
human progress, yes, even to utopia, lay
in the rejection of all past authority, and
an application of human reason.
For the intelligentsia of the Enlighten-
ment, reason was the supreme authority.
Man did not need the help of past
authorities, nor the help of divine revela-
tion in order to discover the truth. All he
need do was apply reason. The implica-
tions of this for religion in general, and
for orthodox Christianity in particular, are
obvious. Religion had to be purged of
everything supernatural, everything that
conflicted with the uniformity of cause
and effect natural law. In shOrt, anything
that was not considered "reasonable"
was confronted with cold skepticism, or
outright rejection.
The intelligentsia, though they treated
orthodox belief with skepticism, intoler-
ance, and unbelief, could not go to the
logical conclusion of their position and
become atheists. The thought that there
might not be any God at all, that num was
alone in an impersonal universe, was sim-
ply too frightening. Such boldness would
have to await our own century. The men
of the Enlightenment reached a sort of
detuntt wtfh religion. They became Deists.
Deism was an early form of Liberal
Christianity. Their basic view of God was
that He was unknown and unknolrable.
Voltaire, the greatest of the French
philosophes, conceded that God may in-
deed be there, but He left no scientific
or historical trzcks from which His nature
could be known. German philosopher Im-
manuel Kant considered God a necessary
postulate of practical reason, but unknow-
able. American sage Ben Franldin consid-
ered God a usefirl belief, but nothing
more. In general, the Enlightenment
came to limit God to the realm of fuith and
morals, beyond the real world of scientific
and historical fact. Thus the Deists ac-
cepted God as the possible architect of
the universe. With time, they tended to
depersonalize Him, and to identify Him
with the beauty of the universe. God be-
came another expression for nature.
The Bible became a special object of
attack. Where Scripture agreed with rea-
son, Scripture was considered unneces-
sary. Where Scripture conflicted with
reason (miracles, for example), it was dis-
missed as simply untrue. Biblical history
was suspect until it could be prwen other-
wise. In short, reason was e>ralted above
Scripture as authority. Hence, God was
silent, and nvn was alone without any ab-
solutes to guide him in matters of either
faith or practice.
The influence of Hegel and Dar-
win. If the Enlightenment led to unbelief
based on skepticism, by the end of the
nineteenth century unbelief appeared to
be based on a firm foundation of "fact.''
This shift was due in no small part to the
influence of two individuals. German
philosopher George W.F. Hegel and En-
gtsh biologist Charles Darwin. Both ap-
peared to provide corvincing evidence for
the nonhistoricity of Scripture. Since the
truth of Christianity rests on the Bible
providing objective truth with regard to
the historical events described in it. the
theories of Hegel and Darwin presented
a serious challenge.
Hegel published his ideas during the
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fint decade of the nineteenth century. In
his view, the univerce, man's understand-
ing ofit, and truth itse[ are all continually
unfolding. This evolutionary process will
continue without end. Thus, there is no
possibility of an absolute. In the area of
truth this means that what is considered
truth today is but an evolutionary synthe-
sis of all past "truths." Likewise, what
is considered truth today will be contained
in tomorrow's Emthesis. All truth is,
therefore, relative.
The implications of Hegel's philosoptry
for how man should view the Bible were
profound. If there is no absolute truth,
then the Bible cannot be absolutely true.
Scripture is only the product ofa historical
process. What it says is only what its
authors believed God to be saying in their
day, but cannot be regarded as authorita-
tive for modern man. Just as the Bible
was not the final word on how man viewed
God, likewise, Christ was not the final
revelation. nor the Cross the final word
on the Atonement.
Hegel was only expressing the con-
sensus of the educated people of the day.
The same may be said of the theories of
Charles Darwin. Evolutionary theories
can be found among the ancient Greek
philosophers. Darwin's Ori.gin of the
Spec'ies, published in 1859, appeared at
just the right moment in the history of
Western civilization. It received an enthu-
siastic reception and by the E90s was ac-
cepted as "fact," even though learned
scholan demonstrated that no scientific
obserlation or experiment would support
it.
More than anything or anyone else,
Darwin's theory of biological evolution
contributed to the demise of traditional
religion and the rise of a secular spirit.
Virtually every thinking person accepted
the claim that Darwin had provided scien-
tific evidence that man evolved from lower
forms of animal ife. The historicity of the
Bible was destroyed for many. Reason,
supported by the truth claims of science,
was now the fnal authority, not the Bible.
What was left was a world without design,
populated by men without souls. In 1882
Friedrich Nietzche, an early German exis-
tentialist philosopher, announced the
death of God in The Jotful Wisdom.
Though few were so bold, many implicitly
agreed with him.
The rise of Liberal Christianity.
Libenlism arose as an attempt to salvage
Christianity as a ralue-creating mwement
from its total destruction by the Enlight-
enment and the alleged discoveries of
nineteenth-century science. It appeared
first in the German universities, and then
spread throughout Europe, Great Britain,
and the United States. Chief among its
exponents were Friedrich Schleiermacher
and Albrecht Ritschl in Europe, and Harry
Emerson Fosdick in the United States.
The big shift to Liberalism in the United
States came in 1880. By 1890 every major
American denomination was moving
rapidly torryard Liberalism.
The Liberals embraced the higher
critical view of Scripture, by which the in-
dMdual 'tritic" searched for the hidden
meaning behind the biblical text. Darwin-
ian evolution was assumed, and creation
rejected. Miracles were dismissed as im-
possible. God became a universal spirit,
Christ only a "God-filled" man, and
redemption only a kind of "God-
consciousness," which meant being in
tune with the universal spirit. Sin was dis-
missed as myth, while salvation, whatever
it meant, was universal. No one has
provided a better description of Libenl-
ism than H. Richard Niebuhr, who ob-
served that in Libenlism, "a god without
wrath brought men without sin into a
kingdom without judgment through the
ministztions of a Christ without a Cross."
Having rejected the Bible as the final
authority, the Liberals sought to ground
their faith in religious experience.
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lbny also does volunteer
wo or three days a week
Reverend Tbny Ohhoff
replaces his collar with a
badge, his pulpit wirh aparol car. Because.
besides ennng as pastor
of two different churches.
Independent and isolated
The vast Minnesoa prairies can also
mean isolation. personal problems are easilvlocked urside, unsolved. tfruL, n . biln?farmers wtro worlt the soil ana foiifr.^ 
"^^"
officers who patrol the ribbons of neanlanO
rxqya/ Here, Tbrry Olrhoff has creared apans_n t at's bound onJy by the next horizon.
reny's clerical calling gives him an
:y_.rrr. at handling duties many policeomcers. aren't ralned to undenake.' He
counsels and consoles. He comforts victims
gl,ouf. accidents and victims of aime. nnlnelps rarrultes tace the sudden loss ofa loved
one,and larmers who must face losinelhJ
ano mey love as much as lile iself. 
t-
. 
Sharing God's love
when and where it,s needed
^,_-Hb pqe,rence in rhe police deparmenraso prorades officers with a conidant whoknows lif,e from both sides of rhtba&;.'^"Ald h. offers a spiriural resource to law
eruorcement personnel whose schedules
rnay.not allow them to attend regular
worship services.
,, ^for tbny Olrhoff, police chaplahcy is anloeal way to take the Gospel to the mral
commurufy. He's on call 24 hours a day, notlr.rst one Tgming a week. And he,s therewnen trouble srrikes, when people need thesfrength of spirinral comfon most.
dury as a police chap'iain.
. . 
His beat is tire farm country of yellow
|!edilr: Counry, Mirmesota. noks cal ituoo s (ounry." Where endless acres of
:l:q:,Tg dairy cante sunound.ryrat 
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gEcEl lakes. And rhird and iounh_g€neratlon farmers fruggle to hold on to
rner valued way of life and rugged
ndependence.
Sharing spiritual and financial
peace of mind
In rural America, where congegations
and church frnds are small, two or more
churches will often pool resources to share
the salary and expenses of a minister.
Reverend Olthoffs pastoral duties include
serving a United Methodist church in his
hometownof Wood lake aswellas a nearby
Presby'terian church.
But even with two congegations to
support him and his family, Tbrry's income
remains below that of other professionals
with comoarable ducation and trainine.
And thats a fact of life for most minis6rs
around the world.
That's why the people at Presbyterian
Ministers' tund will continue to provide
irsurance and financial services to cler$/
and their families based on understanding
the minisrcrs way of hfe and the reasons for
choosing it.
PMF was founded by a goup of dedi-
cated Christians 270yeNsago. Today, weTe
still cornrnitted, still passionate about our
seMce and yours. We believe it's essential
that religior.rs professionals of all laiths can
nrm to a colleryue for some good advice.
Jmt as the police officers in Yellow Medicine
County can tum to theircolleague, Reverend
Tbny Olthoff.
Presbyterian Ministers' Fund
lnsurance and Financial Services since 1717.
We share you passion and comnitrnent
to servic€.
For ajlee poster-size reprint of this anicb,
orfor ryfomation about anJ PMF prducts or
services, pkase wite to us at 1809 Wahat Soeec
Philadelphw, PA 19103. or call toll-free
1 -8OO - 523 -48 1 0, I - 8N-462 - 4950 n PA.
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Sclrleiermacher taught that an individual's
religion was not found in doctrines,
creeds, or confessions, but in "a deep
psychological experience of dependence
upon some indefinable Reality." God
could be felt (an emotional experience)
but not really known. The basic question
became, "How do I explain my exper-
ience?" not, "Ho\il does Scripture explain
reality?" The basis of authority had
shifted from the Bible to personal refuious
experience.
l,rke the great Hunnnists of the Enfufrt-
enment, the Liberals were very optimis-
tic. Basic to their theology was an un-
bounded confidence in human reason.
and a fundamentally evolutionary world-
view. Here we can see the marriage of
Hegel and Darwin. Man is progressing
(evolving) both spiritually and biologically.
Progress is not only individual, but also
collective, for society is also progress-
ing. Ultimately all of mankind will be
"redeemed" in some future utopia. This
optimism was reinforced by events within
secular history. The industrial revolution
and European imperialism tended to sup-
port the Liberal's taith in the perfecti-
bility (redemption) of man.
The influence of neo-orthodoxy.
Classical Liberalism exhibited a vulner-
ability to reatty. To maintain that sin was
simply a lack of God-consciousness was
difficult in light of two world wars, the
horrors of the Nazi death camps, and the
Soviet slave labor camps. By mid-century,
Liberalism was seriously challenged, and
has since been displaced by a new form
of Liberalism often called neo-orthodoxy.
Its intellectual father and chief exponent
was Gernnn-Swiss theologian l&rl Barft.
Many of Barth's followers, accepting
the higher critical view of Scripture, that
the Bible is a human book, hold that it
is an erring human witness to revelation.
It is not itself divinely revealed, proposi-
tional, objective truth. The truth of
Scripture is not found in t}te correctness
or accuracy of the written record. It is
an existential truth, which has the capac-
ity to transform lives. How is this?
According to neo-orthodox views, the
writers of Scripture were attempting to
record in human words their religious ex-
periences. In their experiences, they en-
countered God. But God's truth cannot
be contained in human words, because
revelation is a matter of nonverbal iving
experience. The biblical writers recorded
their experiences as best they could,
given their limited understanding of
science, and so forth. Today's more
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sophisticated reader of Scripture must in-
terpret what he reads subjectively. He
cannot know for sure what actually hap-
pened in the Upper Room when the
gospel writers claimed to have come
face-to-face with the physically risen
Christ, nor what actually happened to
Paul on the road to Damascus, but by
reading the accounts with faith, he too
can hope to have a religious e:rperience
that will transform and give meaning to
his life.
The neo-orthodox position, like clas-
sical Liberalism, is a denial of the most
basic presupposition of historic Chris-
tianity, that the personal infinite God who
is there has spoken to finite man in the
Bible in a way that he can understand.
Scripture is itself a divine revelation. The
Bible does not contain the Word of God.
It is not merely a human book through
which God conveys a nonverbal revela-
tion. Rather, it is objective truth.
Because of their basic belief that God
is so "whollv other" that human words
cannot accurately convey His revelation,
those who adhere to neo-orthodoxy are
forced to ground authority in the subjec-
tive orperience of the individual. Each in-
dividual is his own authority, relying on
his experience. It is, therefore, impos-
sible to know if anyone has ever appre-
hended, or will ever apprehend, the
truth. There is no possibility for abso-
lutes either in the area of doctrine, or in
the area of morals and ethics.
Neo-orthodoxy is today the dominant
theological position throughout most of
institutionalized Christianity. Even many
who profess to be Bible-believing, Con-
servative Evangelical Christians have
been influenced by it. Is it any wonder
that Christians today seem so helpless
before the current tide of neo-paganism?
They have contemptuously cast aside the
armor of God, and are therefore dis-
armed before the "rulers of the darkness
of this world, against spiritual wicked-
ness in high places" (Eph. 6:12).
The watershed issue for today. In
the sixteenth century, Martin l,uther ob-
served, "If I profess with the loudest
voice and clearest exposition every por-
tion of the truth of God except precisely
that little point which the world and the
Devil are at that moment attacking, I am
not confessing Christ, however boldly I
may be professing Christ." Francis
Schaeffer wrote in 1975, "Holding to a
strong view of Scripture or not holding
to it is the watershed of the evangelical
world."
In no area is truth being more effec-
tively undermined among believing
Christians today than with respect to the
integrity of God's written Word. With in-
creased rapidity we are witnessing the
strongholds of orthodox Christianity
retreating from their hitherto strong
commitment o the Bible. Let us not be
confused as to what we are losing.
Unless we affirm the inerrancy and in-
fallibility of the Bible, in every area to
which it speaks, including history and
science, we have no basis for believing
with any certainty that an infinite,
personal God does exist, that He is not
silent, and that He has spoken in a way
we can understand.
Those of us who profess Christ as
lord and Saviour must stand firm with
the believing church throughout history.
We can do no other, if we are to remain
faithful to our Lord.
I Paul R. Waibel is professor of his-
tory at Tiinity College, Deerfield, Illinois.
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Education continued from page 15
"spiritual snobbery." Your family is not
more spiritual for choosing home educa-
tion. Encourage your children to hare posi-
tive attitudes toward children in tra-
ditional schools, while being prepared
for the fact that those children at church
or in the neighborhood may not under-
stand or have positive attitudes toward
them.
Be positive in your approach. Decide
on home education for the extra benefits
it can provide-not on the basis of what
problems you can hopefully avoid. Home
education-friend or foe? The answer is
simple. Foe to none, foiend to some,
but certainly not for everyone. Whether
we choose home education or traditional
school education, the responsibility
for training children continues to rest
squarely where it has always rested-with
parents.
I Larry L. Kiser is administrator of
Southside Christian School in Greenville,
South Carolina.
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Home-school continued from page 18
Schrader family has a nursing-home
ministry.
While some hmilies follow a bzditional
school sffucture, Kris Nordberg sals home-
schooling is tutoring. "One-on-one is to-
tally different from a classroom, so don't
try to rnake it a classroom." Rick Boyer
recommends that parents use biblical dis-
cipleship as their model, rather than mak-
rng home education a school.
hrents considering home schooling
should "count the costs," Ann Schrader
says. 'A weekly Bible study and church
services are ny only social life. When we do
have people in, it's other home-schoolers."
"Home-schooling isnot for everyone,"
according to Linda Kochendarfer. "It's a
real joy if you're cut out for it, but it takes
a certain disposition and temperament, and
it takes a commitment hat is long-term."
"Be su-re God is calling you, and it is
notjust because you are rebelling orgetting
in on a fid," says ht Phillips. "Then when
pressure comes you can see it through."
Ann Conway adds, "It must be a
decision between the husband. the wife.
and the tnrd. The husband and the wife
must be in total agreement and must sup-
port each other."
"It's hard work, and you should ex-
pect obstacles, but they can be overcome,"
says Ruth Pulliam. "It's an opportunity
vou should not miss."
Gifts cont'inued froru page 24
others have appreciated, no matter how
small.
But also try to answer the question,
"What are my most basic patterns of moti-
ratiorf What things do I really enjoy in be-
ing of service to others? Feelings and incli-
nations are not always dependable, and may
even be deceptive. Yet God gives all ofus
patterns of desire and motivation. Think
about how you have been a help to others
in the past, and think about the ttrings that
really motir,zte you. As you come up with
answers, you will become more aware of
your spiritual gifts.
Interpersonal affi rmation. Others
often see us more clearly than we see our-
selves. The Book of Proverbs abounds with
the wisdom of seeking advice from other
people. We need to listen to our spiritual
leaders, for they too are led by the Holy
Spirit. When I was a young adult, people
would look at my abilities and tell me, "You
ought to become a minister." But they did
not realize that my gifts could also be used
in other ways and in other callings. They
would have helped me more by telling me
whatthey thought my gfu were. Try toget
people to tell you what they think yourgifts
are, not what they think your callingis. And
be willing to do the same for them. Occu-
pations may change throughout life, but
your gtfts are with you forever (Rom.
1J:29).
Spiritual growth. Strive to become
more like Christ in character and beharior.
Make spiritual grov'th your goal. The more
spiritually mature we are, the more we will
understand about God, the world, others,
and ourselves. The more spiritually mature
we become, the wiser we become, the
keener our spiritual insight. And the more
we gro\4/ spiritually, the greater is our
motilztion to serve others, and to identify
how God has gifted us to serve. Certainly
the spiritually immature can exercise their
gifts and serve others. But their tendenry
is to be more interested in serving them-
selves. This was the problem with the
Corinthian church. Merely focusing on
your spiritual gifts is selfish. Focus instead
on becoming more like Ckist.
Experimentation. Try out your sus-
pected gifts. Put them to work and see if
they really help other people. Do others
appreciate them? Does exercising them
bring satishction and ffillrnent to you? Do
you think you have the eft of leadership?
Volunteer to lead something. Is your gift
teaching? Teach a Sunday school class, lead
a Bible study, offer a special seminar. fue
you gifted in generosity? Be creative in giv-
ing away more of your money. fue you an
encoumger? Target some people to espe-
cially encourage, and see what happens.
Use your imagirntion. Be bold and cre-
ative. Assert yourself. The worst that can
happen is that you will fan. Now I know
that to an American, failing ,s the worst
thing ttat can happen. But it really is notall
that bad.Itjust makes yotfal bad, andthis
is focusing on yourself, rather than on
others. So do not let the fear of failure
make you a bench-warmer. Get out there
and do something-good or bad. It is bet-
ter than doing nothing at all!
If you really want to serve others to
the best of your ability, becoming aware
of your spiritual grfts will help. Jesus de-
voted His entire earthly life to serving us,
even to the point of a painf.rl death. As His
followen, how can we do less?
I Joseph O'Day is an editor at Probe
Ministries in Richardson. Gxas.
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urwpF PLAGE
y mother likes
to tell stories of
her childhood
and we love to
hear them. One incident
really sticks in my mind. On
the farm, my mother's
family had lots of animals,
all sizes and shapes. Many
of them began to develop
unique personalities and
habits.
There was the large
community of barnyard cats,
presided over by a large
tomcat. Every morning at
milking time, the cats lined
up to go to the barn, with
Tom in the lead, always get-
ting the first few squirts of
milk.
A flock of chickens
roamed the ground. In the
fall, as t}re harvesters Ww
a small brown hen woke up
to see the long line of
about 12 cats and Tom
heading toward the barn
behind my grandmother,
milk pails rattling in her
hands.
The sleepy hen, ap-
parently thinking
this was the food
line, followed the
parade into the
barn. Inside,
thinking things
were moving too slowly,
the hen stepped forward.
Just as Tom was getting set
for his first drink of milk,
he discovered the intruder.
Tom lost no time in
settling the issue. He raised
one large paw and batted
the poor hen in the head.
Like a whirling brown top
she spun, squawking and
screeching. Very dazed, but
much wiser, the chicken
staggered off to join the
other fowls.
Poor chicken. What
a rude way to discover
she was out of place-a
two-legged, feathered
grain-eater among a group
of four-footed, furry
felines.
I have had that feeling
before, the impression that
somehow I was out of
place, a "fish out of water,"
definitely uncomfortable.
AsaChrist ianlhave
learned to pay close at-
tention when the Holy
Spirit pricks my conscience
and makes me uncomfort-
able in a situation. The I
surroundings and people
I am with mav be influenc-
ing me in the wrong way
or creating a tempting
Although we are to be
the "salt of the earth"
and a witness to non-
believers in the world,
sometimes we are definitely
out of place and should
leave, asking God to allow
us a better opportunity
to share our taith, in a
better place and at a better
time.
We should also pray
that the Holy Spirit will
make our
children's ffi-
;:ffi:ff::, %w w
that thev --*ii"il#* ffi {ffiffi
extremely -* "WlW*"
sensitive to evil i/ih
and wrong influences.
For example, one of our
sons was once disciplined at
school for being with a
group of boys who were
behaving very badly. As he
told me about it later, he
hung his head in shame.
He instinctively knew he
should not have been
playing with these boys,
even tlough he was not
doing what they were
doing. He knew they were
doing wrong.
I thanked the lord for
making our son's spirit
so tender that he recog-
nized something was wrong
and, at that early age,
reahzed he must have God's
help to keep from doing or
thinking evil.
r a Gail Denham
gathered the wheat, i
the chickens were ffi
particularly alert W
to pick up any
fallen grain in
the barnyard
and fields.
One Saturday morning
BIBLE QUIZ
1. What is the rage of a man?
A. Jealousy C. Adultery
B. Lying D. Stealing
2. What can no man tame?
A. Evil
B. The tongue
C. His thoughts
D. A flooding river
3. "Therefore shall a man
and mother and shall
A. Never return
B. Go to a distant land
C. Return rejoicing
D. Cleave unto his wife
5. What should we seek first?
Answers: 1. A (Prov. 6:34); 2. B (James 3:8); 3. D (Gen.
2:24); 4. B (Luke 22:61); 5. C (Matt. 6:33).
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My Side of the Sky
ntil the phone rang
that fint Monday
morning in Septem-
ber, I thought this
would be one I:bor
Day I could have just for my-
seH. I was not going anywhere.
I was not going to do any
special work. The four children
yet at home had plans with
friends, and the two married
children were checked off my
list of responsibilities, as fur as
labor Day was concerned.
For just one holiday we
would not "gang up" for a big
meal. I would take care of
some of the little time-
consuming things I like to do,
but for which I can never find
the extm minutes. My hus-
band would putter in the
garden for a while and then
just rest. Perfect, I thought.
We will have lunch together
at noon; it will be fun to be
alone for once.
But the phone did ring.
"Going along this after-
noon?" my friend Jane asked.
I had some difficulty getting
my thoughts collected. Where
was she going? Had I
promised and forgotten?
"Going along?" I echoed
her words, but mine did not
sound full of expectancy like
hers. "Where?" For the life of
me I could not remember say-
ing I would go somewhere
with Jane.
"To the conrralescent
home," she informed me
cheerily. "Don't you remem-
ber we agreed to drive over
one day this week?"
"But. . . " I tried to stall.
"Why today!" l,abor Day was
not the day to visit those sick
elderly people. Any other day
would be better, I thought.
Besides, today was to be my
day, to do as I pleased for
a change.
"No special reason for
going today," Jane said. "But
I wasn't planning to do any-
thing out of the ordinary, so I
just thought. . . " Her words
trailed off into a nothingness,
still leadng a question for me
to answer.
"Oh.. .  "  I  t r ied to con-
ceal my unwillingness. "I sup-
pose I can go. What time?"
"Pick you up about 1:00,"
she said.
From the time she hung up
until we rode up the drive of
the huge stone corwalescent
home, I felt sorry for myself.
A simply beautjfrrl, all-to-
myseH day shot!
There were many rooms of
elderly people. We talked with
them, sang trymns, and
answered their timid
questions. The time flew. Jane
seemed to enjoy it immensely.
To tell the truth, I still
resented being snatched from
my lazy, do-not}ing day.
"I saved a special treat
for last," Jane whispered as
we walked along the corridor.
"Tieat?" I asked. "In
t}ris place?"
"Well, a sort of treat for
you, I think. You see, I've
been here before." She
touched my arm and held me
from walking on. "There's a
woman in the room at the end
of the hall whom I think you'll
like to meet."
"But this is the invalids'
floor," I said. "Is she sick?"
I had heard so many pitifirl
stories and complaints from all
those nearly-forgotten people
that afternoon. Was it to be
more of the same?
"Come on and meet her,"
Jane prompted as we walked
into a small room facing the
west. "This is Anne Jamison,"
Jane introduced us properly.
''Anne is a writer, too, Grace."
'A writer?" I perked up at
those words and noticed her
gnarled arftritic hands on top of
the spread. "Do you still
write?"
"Not any more," Ame
said, smiling. Then she began
telling me the most fascinat-
ng things. Funny things,
incidents filled with human
interest and sometimes with
pathos. She had been a fine
singer, as well as a writer, and
also played in an orchestra.
Three of her books were in
the top drawer of her dresser.
I picked them up wonderingly
as she continued to talk.
She and her husband had
traveled widely. Oh, the in-
teresting things she had ex-
perienced would take many
pages to tell. She mentioned
her stroke and attacks of
arthritis, but all the while she
spoke to me, she smiled an
ethereal smile. I grew to love
her in a few minutes.
"Is your husband living?"
I asked. Somehow it didn't
seem out of place to ask her
this personal question. We had
become acquainted so easily.
that it seemed as though we
were sisters, no less.
"He's been in a tubercu-
losis sanitarium now for tlree
yearc. I harrc not seen him since
he went there." But still that
slov sweet smile lingered about
her mouth, and her eyes smiled
too. "He writes me lovely
letten. Oh, Grace! You will
come back and see me again
soon, won't you?" And one
bent-out-of-shape hand flut-
tered to mine.
"Sure, I will!" I said and
tried to smile as nicely as she
did. But I could not. So I
turned tovard the window
quickly. "I'm so glad you hare
this nice window to look ftrom,"
I said.
"So am I. I can't walk
anymore. And I can't write,"
she said. "But I can
think. . . and I can see. Wlry,
I can see all the beautiful
sunsets, and the moon too,
when it gets over to my sidz
of the sby. . . and I can listen
to the other patients' radios,
and I can talk with anyone
who comes. I still hale lots."
I hope God will forgive
me for wanting a lazy, do-
nothing day. And let me
learn, like Anne has learned,
to be thanliful for the com-
mon things-like sunsets and
people to talk to and the
moonlight that I can see
from any spot on our hrm,
because I can walk.
And let me thank Him
every day that I have the
use of my hands.
I Gnce V. Schillinger
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Foundations of Repentance
epent ye therefore,
and be corverted,
that your sins may
be blotted out,
when the times of
refreshing shall come from the
presence of the lord" (Acts
3:19).
The storm clouds were
gathering, but Christie, in her
4-year-old seH-involvement,
overlooked the warning signs.
Suddenly her stubborn insis-
tence on doing things "her
way" pushed Gramma's toler-
ance to the limit. With a thun-
derous voice and the clap of
hand on her bottom, I directed
her to her be&oom for a period
of contemplation.
I-didn't-do-anything yelps
mixed angrily with her sobs,
but Gramma ignored the wails
of self-pity.
Eventually a tear-streaked
frce peeked ftom the bedroom
seeking s[gns ofconcern. Blond
curls topped off the sweetly
self-conscious grn and innocent
blue eyes, melting my heart,
but I knew that a lifestyle point
must be made.
"Can I have a lollipop?" she
asked.
"No," I answered.
In the moment of surprised
silence, I could almost hear her
thoughts. She was hoping that
if she ignored her transgres-
sion. I would too. She tried
another approach.
"kt's go play on the
swings, Grammy! You can have
my swing and I'll push you,"
she offered.
But the bribe did not work
either.
"I'm sor4r, Chris. You owe
Grammy an apology, and I'm
not playing with you until you
say )ou are sorry." I anticipated
a quick apology, a hug, and res-
toration of harmony in our rela-
tionship, but I was wrong.
Her brow creased in
thought. She could not believe
that my lwing nature would
stand firm. Giggling, she
snuggled close to me.
"Oh c'mon, Gram," she
wheedled. But stony silence
gave her my answer. Her eyes
widened in disbelief. Then her
jav set stubbomly and she
walked amay. Ignoring me
would not heal the rift in our
relationship, but it would prove
that she could get along quite
well without me.
hngs of loneliness oon cut
through the stubbornness and
she returned to my side. Her
soulful gaze mirrored a change
of heart.
"All ]lou have to say is
'I'm sorry, Grammy,' " I
prompted. "It's that easy."
She looked at me and. in
serious assessment, ansulered,
"That's not eary, Gram. That's
hard!"
My arms strained to hold
her as I waited for the battle
between love and pride to be
waged. Was her need for me
strong enough to offset her
natunl desire for ego-satisfuing
power? Seconds ticked by as
I waited for her decision.
"I'm sorry, Gram," she
finally uttered. She had wept,
cajoled, questioned, stone-
walled, and ignored to no aail.
Was it really possible that
repentance would be the key to
normality? If she had doubts,
they were quickly wept amay
when I huged her close and let
the warmth of my love fill the
lonely places and heal the
frustrztion.
"I think I can wing higher
than you can," I shouted as we
ftu:r across the yard. Life was
full of joy again. We were as
one. Three little words and
a contrite heart had made
the difference.
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Building
Your
Helpmeetts
lmage
by Tim and Beverly IaHaye
While attending our
denomination's convention
recently, a young pastor
thanked us for last month's
article on husbands helping
their wives build self-image.
He acknowledged that his
wife "because of a bad
relationship with her father
has very little self-image."
Then he said, "Can you
give me some specific
suggestions of how I can
help her?" These, in short,
were the suggestions.
Reassure her of your
love and respect. Make
sure she knows you would
marry her all over again if
you had the chance. Thank
her for sharing your life and
vision for family and the
work of the ministry.
Through your words and
actions, help her reelize
how important she is to
you. Compliment her
whenever possible.
Never criticize her
publicly (particularly with
bad jokes from the pulpit) and
only rarely point out areas
where she cor:ld improve-but
do this prirately and ''in love"
(Eph. a:15).
Demand respect for
her from your children.
Any man who sits by while
his children sass or disobey
his wife is not showing due
respect for her. By not
becoming involved he is
raising rebellious kids.
Spend time with her.
Find something she enjoys
doing-tennis, golf, bowling,
hiking, shopping-and join
her with a joyful heart.
Becoming best friends
requires spending time
together.
Discuss your dreams,
visions, goals, and some
of the interesting things
you read with her. Most
young mothers have little
time for reading. When they
do, they are usually so
exhausted that they fall
asleep as soon as they sit
down to read. To keep from
growing apart mentally, you
How to Raise a
Reader by Elaine K.
McEwan. is a handbook
for parents anxious to foster
a love of reading in their
children. The book
discusses preparing a child
for reading before he starts
school, dealing with the
reluctant reader who lacks
motivation, and rating your
school's reading progam
with an eye toward im-
provement. A major portion
of this manual is devoted
to reviews of children's
books appropriate for
youngsters from birth to
age 72. It's certainly
a handy reference for the
concerned parent who
needs a starting point for
selecting wholesome books
- books that will nudge
children toward the goal of
reading for pleasure. (David
C. Cook, 175 pp., $6.95)
I Tina Baninger
should share with her some
of the overflow from your
reading. When she hears
you share your dreams with
someone else. she tends to
think you do not respect
her intelligence enough to
confide in her and that she
is not as important to you
as others.
Ask for her advice
and listen to her com-
ments. You will find her
thoughts to be similar to
the thoughts of other
women in your church.
Listening to her can often
save you many headaches.
Pray with her regu-
larly. Not only do you
bring the lord into your
relationship at the close of
each day (Matt. 18:19), you
bring her into a relationship
with you, unshared by any
other friend or person. You
both need that. I
Kid's Sing Praise,
Volume 2 continues the
excitement and joy brought
to young listeners in
volume 1. The music book.
tape, and soon-to-be-
released video feature
35 old and new sing-along
songs that reinforce bib-
lical teaching. Both volumes
of. Kids Sing Praise,
featuring The Branches,
led by Herb Owen of
Thomas Road Baptist
Church, make perfect gifts
or classroom teaching tools.
Lively lyrics and high
energy entertain listeners
of all ages. (Brentwood
Music, $4.95 book, $9.98
cassette, $14.95 video)
I Debonh W Huff
FAMILY
BOOKSHELF
Darcy by Joni Eareckson
Thda. "Wheels"-that's the
nickname given to Darcy
who is confined to a wheel-
chair. While her friends jest
with her and Darcy pre-
tends to put on a good
front, she in reality is tired
of being different. The
author shares through
Darcy's eyes how it feels to
be left out, lonely, and
different. The reader is
drawn into the physical and
emotional experiences of
Darcy as she struggles to
accept God's plan for her life.
Darcy has just finished
sixth grade and, with both
apprehension and anticipa-
tion, is contemplating the
junior high experience. The
author has been able to
aptly illustrate some of the
unusual experiences Darcy
has to face in junior high
because of being in a
wheelchair. This book is
highly recommended for
both the junior age (4th,
sth, 6th grade) as well as
the junior high student. An
added feature of the book is
a glossary to explain some
of the words that might be
new to this age student.
(David C. Cook, L27 pp.,
s3.95)
I huline Donaldson
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The American Bible Society is proud to
offer this full-size, extra-low-cost edition, which
features verse-style t xt, section headings and a list
of words that have changed in meaning.
For hundreds of years the King James Version Bible
has been read, studied, and shared with others.
Cont inue the tradi t ion by sharing this special  edi-
tion with someone who needs to hear God's mes-
sage of salvation.
Help make Cod's world a better place. Share His
Word. Order your copies of the King James Version
Bible-for the verv low cost of $1.50-todav!
Available at cost of publication from the American Bible Society,
a non-profit organization serving the people of Cod everywhere.
American Bible Society
PO. Box 5674, Crrnd Central  Stat ion
New York. NY 10163
(p lease pr in t )
Name
St ree t
C i t y
Sta te
Enc lossd:  Check  Money Ordef
Amount  Ena losed
to $1.95 handling fee. Prices are subject to
change without notice. Available only in USA. N01205
American Bible Society
PO.  Box  5674,  Grand Cent ra l  S ta i ion ,  New York ,  NY 10163
qach more people than ever before
with the King James Version Bible in a
special edition stil l priced at only $1.50!
z i p
l l 6 m Ousnt l ty Prlcs Total
00281 K I N G  J A M E SV E R S I O N  B I B L E s1 50
1 7306 SCRIPTURERESOUFCESCATALOG FR EE
.HANDLING FEES:
$ .01-$9.99  add $ .50
$ 1 0 . 0 0 - $ 1 9 . 9 9  a d d  $ 1 . 0 0
S20.00-and over  add $1 .95
CREDIT CARD OR0ERS. For faster service,
call 1-800-54S8000 Operator 312 and charge
your order to your Nlastercard or Visa. Minimum
credit card order: $20.00. All orders are sublect
' H a n d l i n g
Fee
Sales Tax
( C A  O n l y )
G R A N D
TOTAL
SCHOOLPROOF
by Mary Pride
For several years now Mary Pride's
books have been a source of information
and guidance to families whose children
are taught at home. Her newest book,
Schoolproof, is no exception. This how-
to book of clear and
simple methods for
teaching children
how to learn is ben-
eficial to home-
school novices and
veterans alike. Writ-
tnC with the as-
sumption that the
parent is the
teacher, Pride says that one ofher goals
is to help_parents realize that they can
teach their own children. She under-
stands that educational burnout is com-
mon among parents who have been
home-schooling for a while and offers
helpful suggestions to combat this.
The book is broken into four sections.
Starting with "Something Beautiful from
God," which deals with the students as
human beings rather than machines that
can all be programmed the same way,
she goes on to discuss "the learning
game" or how to make learning fun. It
was comforting to read that "a genius is
a person to whom learning is a game."
The third chapter of this section is on
educational burnout and how to combat
it. The author very clearly takes the
reader step-by-step through different
methods of teaching students how to
learn, from the earliest "spoon-feeding"
stage to the independentJearner stage.
She gives much positive information to
help your child reach his full potential
while you keep your sanity.
Part 2 takes us from the abstract to
the concrete in home education. This is
t}re book's how-to section and begins
with the actual schoolroom setup. She
points out that a neater work space
makes a more efficient learner. Chapter
5 outlines "Twenty Ways to Present a
I€sson." kctures, demonstrations,
visuals, experiments, and many more are
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all discussed in depth to give you many
good ideas to stimulate learning. Other
e:<cellent chapters in this section include
"Twenty Ways to Show and Tell" and
"Educational Clutter's last Stand."
The rest of the book deals with tailor-
ing learning techniques to your child's
personality and respecting him for the
individual he is. The last section on
making the school beautiful helps the
home-school teacher realize her full
potential in "baining up a child in the way
he should go."
If you are considering educating your
children at home, or if pu hare been in the
"tenches" for a while, this is one book
you will want in your library. (Crcssway
Books, 2M pp., $7.95) Judy Gerlinger
THE HOW AND WHY
oF HOilE SCHOOUI|G
by Ray E. Ballmann
Ray E. Balknann, one of the directors
of the Washington-based National Associ-
ation for Christian Home Education As-
sociations, has presented a compre-
hensive rationale for the emergence of
the home school movement, as well as
a handbook for parents who want to suc-
ceed at teaching their own children out-
side the public school system.
There is a tendency to think any-
thing that was done before our lifetime
is irrelevant to
today-that the way
things are done
now is the way they
should always be
done. Bal lmann
notes, however,
that public educa-
tion as we know it
today (30 children
the same age, with
one teacher) has been around for only
the last 100 yean. He reviews the gronth
of American education from 1620 to
the present and shows the slow-
but-sure trend toward anti-Christian
An excerpt frcm
SCHOOLPROOF
Schoolproofing means making sure
your children get a great education,
no matter what political or educational
theory happens to be in vogue. It
means having children who learn to
read in an age of illiteracy; who learn
to obey legitimate authority in an age
of sullen rebellion; who learn to stand
against injustice in an age of craven
conformity. It means that yur ctril-
dren will be smarter, more affection-
ate, less dependent on external
rewards and punishments. It means
that you will be more confident, less
worried about your children, more
able to enjoy them and have high
hopes for their future.
Schoolproofing means learning
how to educate, so you can recognize
good and bad education. It means
knowing your options: different ways
of presenting a lesson, different
educational philosophies, different
types of teaching setups.
Schoolproofing means YOU are in
control. You will hrve the tools to
shop around intelligently in the educa-
tional marketplace, or even to opt out
and do it yourself. You will recognize
the warning sigrrs if a change is
needed, and have the power to make
the change. You will have more
respect for good teachers, and less
awe of the bad. You will understand
your children's difficulties and
triumphs.
No longer will your children have
to stand in line at the educational
cafeteria and take whatever is dished
out. You will have learned horp to cook
up your ourn educational feasts; and
if you choose, instead of doing your
own cooking, to send the children to
a better restaurant, you will know
what to look for.
per class, each
available for your reading enjoyment
PR|CE OUAI{TIW
NAME
ADDRESS
CIW STATE -ZIP
' P.O. Box 308011 . Cleveland, Ohio 44t3o-Bain
BOOK TITLE
Not  Beyond Reach . . . . . .  6 .95
The Storyteller . ..4.95
Batt le for  Yanga . .4.95
Yanga, the MiracleVillage 5.95
F l igh t  f rom Death . . . . . . .  4 .95
Buried Al ive for  Chr ist  . .4.95
A World of Treasure . ... 5.95
BAPTIST MID-MISSIONS
philosophies in the system we have
today. Public education, he suggests,
should receive an "F" in five critical
areas: academics, morality, student self-
image, discipline, and patriotism.
Ballrnann urges parents to seriously con-
sider their educational alternatives,
demonstmting how home education, con-
ducted in the right way, fosters excel-
lence in all areas of education.
As a certified teacher home-schooling
my own child, the question I hear most
is: "What about socialization? How will
he ever learn to get along with other
people?" Ballmann explains that there is
both positive and negative socialization.
While home-taught children do not
lack for neighborhood friends, they
spend most of their time around their
parents in an atmosphere of love and
acceptance. They adopt the values and
sociability of their parents and are able
By the Author of
the Number One
Best-seller.
Dark Secrets of
the New Age
Whv are mysterious Marks suddenly
appearing everywhefe?
Pentagrams. Twisted crosses. Pyramids. The Mark 666. Corporate logos.
You've seen them in magazines, on T:shirts and record album jackets, even on TV.
These mysterious signs and symbols-What do they mean? Why are we seeing so
many of them? Texe Marrs, author of the #1 bestselling bookDark Secrets of the
New Age, reveals their history, use and purpose in this starfling new book. These
occult s)'rnbols are the marks of Satan. And they are being used to break down
resistance to the coming great Luciferic Initiation, a worldwide ingathering of
people into his service. Mysttry Mark of the New Age exposes the darkness of the
New Age movement and uncovers Satan's bold design for world domination. Yet
the book ends on a note of triumph for all believing Christians-the glorious hope
of our Lord's return. $B.gs
CR0SSWAY 80016 i'Ji,tt?Jll'lilBs"J3."^lE,,fg'l,itf!"""1331,1,?g8i."l1',",?1iil1'L'''
to engage in multiage situations with a
high level of confidence.
On the other hand, negative sociali-
zation occurs when a child's activities are
centered primarily in his peers. Studies
show that placing a child into an institu-
tional setting before he has an under-
standing of his own values will lead him
to lock onto the value system ofhis age-
mates. Because he spends more time
with his peers than his parents, he
becomes peer-dependent and adopts
the habits, mannerisms, and language
of those around him. In the pro-
cess of drawing his conclusions,
Ballmann examines a variety of
documented independent studies (which
are very helpful when discussing
home-schooling with grandparents-see
chapter 7).
I would recommend this book to any-
one interested in knowing more about
the emergence of the home school move-
ment. It's worth its price, if only for the
appendix: an index of specialized cur-
ricula, support materials, and orgat'iz,a-
tions designed to help the home-schooler
get started. (Crossway Books, 157 pp.,
$6.95) Janine H. Campbell
Booknotes
THE l{EW BIG BOOK
OF HOME LEARNII{G
by Mary Pride
Mary Pride's newest home-school
"Bible," The New Big Book of Home
Iturning, is for anyone interested
in learning at home, or who wants to help
a child learn. Home-schoolers or those
who simply want to supplement heir
children's traditional school education
will use this resource book to find
the best educational products available
today.
Ls nThe Big Book of Home l*am-
ing, Pnde makes it easy for the average
person to become an educational eleert.
The current, up-to-date information
includes: toll-free telephone numbers
for ordering, methods of payment
allowed, refund policies, brief descrip-
tions of the suppliers' product lines, and
more. Prices listed should be good
through 1989. An important addition
to any home libmry. (Crossway Books,
382 pp., $17.50) JG
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PLEASI]IG GOD
by R.C. Sproul
R.C. Sproul's Pleasing God, together
with The Holiness of God and Chosen
by God, completes his signfficant trilogy
on the central matters of the Christian
life. Before one can righfly respond to
God, he must reckon with His glory and
His saving work. Having set forth such
foundational realities in the first
two books, Sproul norr correctly turns
to the question and quest for sancti-
fication in light of the prior full grace
of God.
How can imperfect people please the
one, holy, and living God? Unfortunately,
many today are not concerned enough
with the critical nature of this question.
They consider it secondary to daily
necessities or often pretend that all is
well now.
Sproul shows clearly that the goal of
Christ-centered living is not just possible
but essential, as he turns our focus on
the nature of the battle and to the God
on whom we can and must depend. He
cuts it all e>rceedingly strzight with regard
to the nature of our sin, the sins that "so
easily beset us," and the sure hope we
have toward growth in holiness in Jesus
Christ.
Very biblical, constantly stimulat-
ing and insightful, highly recom-
mended! (Tyndale House, 234 pp.,
S10.95) John D. Morrison
HOW TO GET
YOUR TEENAGER
TO TAIK TO YOU
Edited by Youth for Christ Staff
What parent has not at one time or
another walked out of his teenager's
room in despair because his child will not
talk to him? Communication is one of the
most basic building blocks of relation-
ships, yet most people do not know how
to use it. How to Get Your Tbenager to
Talk to You (perhaps better named "How
to Communicate with Your Teenager")
addresses this communication drought
between parents and teens.
The book is a compilation of 85
articles written by 45 distinguished
authors such as Bill Bright, Anthony
Campolo, Howard Hendricks, Jay Kesler,
Josh McDowell, Adrian Rogers, and
Charles Swindoll. These writers are
doctors, educators, counselors, youth
pastors, but most important of all, they
are parents. This is a nontechnical
book written Dy parents for parents.
The articles are grouped into 10
chapters. Chapter 2 on how to create
the proper environment for communi-
cation is most helpful. Chapters 3
through 5 are also excellent on how
to really understand yourself as a parent
and how to understand what vour
teenager experiences today.
This is an excellent resource for
parents who
relationship
to have a better
their teenagers.
want
with
A frustrated parent will come away
from this book with a sense of relief
and hope as he hears the message of
these experts and parents-communica-
tion with your teenager is possible!
(Victor Books, 180 pp.,  $6.95)
Matt Willmington
V Vhen all around you
is failing^ when theie's
no hopdfor tomonow and
no life for today, God keeps
His promises ))
Using biblicalstories, he provides r
!11f;:Tt,i:P,frl,n',ii,ffi:[n " M
thoughts. This book is filled with ffi*
inspiiationaldaily reading and %
stimulating sermon material. ry^
( (
wllfrn Hlnilgililtfr
N ow Au aikble at Christian Bookstores
Dr. Ricbard lee, pastor of Rehoboth Baptist Church in Atlanta,
has drawn popular themes from his There's Hopetelevision and
radio ministry to write this book of hope.
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ErucRuoru
GET-FIRED-with enthusiasm for developing
God-given writing talent. Write for FREE Starter
Kit: Christian Writers Guild, Box 1, Hume Lake,
cA 93628.
POSITION AVAILABLE: COUNSELOR (for
female students) at Moody Bible Institute.
Master's in counseling orpsychology required,
experience desired. Bible training an asset.
Contact: Personnel Department, Moody Bible
hstitute, 820 N. LaSalle Dr., Chicago, IL 60610.
MIscnrreNEous
BEC0ME A MISSIONARY AT HOME. Reach
around the world with free Bible study courses.
We have been so occupied for over thirty years.
BCF, POB 3397, Riverside, CA 92519-3397.
Musrc
THE HENRY SLAUGHTER GOSPEL
PIANO COURSE. Available inSIX books, and
demo cassette teaching the necessary fundamen-
tals. Also available in SIX VIDEOCASSETTES.
Forty-seven 15-minute l ssons by the author.
For FREE brochures write: GOSPEL PIANO,
POB 8073. Nashville. TN 37207.
PLAY GOSPEL SONGS BY EAR! Add chords.
PusucerroNs
BEGINNING A COUNSELING
CENTE&. A one-of-a-kind manual on the
ABCs of starting a counseling ministry. For
more information about Christian counsel-
ing training in the privacy of your own home,
write:
Institute of Christian Counseling
POB 878F
Aberdeen, MD 21001.
EARLY-PRINTED EVANGELICAL THEOL.
OGY BOOKS AND BIBLES FOR SALE. Cata-
logues ent free by airmail. Humber Books, 688
Beverley Rd., Hdl, HU6 ilH, ENGLAND. Tel.
0482-802239.
MAKING EXTM MONEY MADE EASY.
FREE subscription to Otilltunity Magazine
offers hundreds ofproven ways.Wilte: Ofpor-
tunity, Dept. N67, 6 N. Michigan, Chicago, IL
60602.
EARN DEGREE-OFF CAMPUS. Assoc.-
Ph.D. Catalog $1. Christian Bible College,
Station Square, Swte 227, Rocky Mt., NC 27804(Accredited). Qfil 442-12\1.
EuprovunNr
POSITION AVAILABLE : REGIONAL SALES
MANAGER. Moody Press is seeking candidates
for a sales position serving the states of Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, and Louisiana.
The position involves ubstantial travel in call-
ing on retail bookstores thoughout the tenitory.
Position requires amarketing/sales background
and a good knowledge of Christian literature.
Contact: Personnel, Moody Bible Institute, 820
N. LaSalle Dr., Chicago, IL 60610. (312)
329-4237.
POSITION AVAILABLE: MANAGING EDITOR
for Moody Press. Responsibilities include
manuscript development; supervision ofeditorial
staff in adult trade, juvenile, and academic
series; managing editorial schedules; and quality
control. Degree in English, literature, or related
field required. 3+ years editorial experience with
Christian book publishing strongly desired.
Contact: Personnel Department, Moody Bible
Institute, 820 N. LaSalle Dr., Chicago, IL 60610.
Qr2) 329-4237.
rlano, organ. ru easy ressons uo.yc. ua!10s0ns
Music, 6727FJ Metcalf, Shawnee Mission, KS
66204.
Pnooucrs
BUY CARPET AND VINIYL DIRECT. Savings
to 8070. Name Brands, Free QUOTES.
Johnson's Carpets, Dalton, Georgia 30720.(800) 235-1079, (404) 277-2775.
THE NINE GIFTS OF THE SPIRI?Are Not
In The Church Todayl Classic book by B.F.
Cate. $2.95 postpaid. Books, 926 G Street,
Lorain, Ohio 44052.
CREMATION - IS IT CHRISTIAN?, byJames
W. Fraser. A booklet published by Loizeaux
Bros. $2.45 postpaid.Order from: Arthur
Hamilton, 26 Woodland Drive, Peckville, PA
tu52.
RBer Esrerp
FOR SALE: BEN LIPPEN SCHOOL
PROPERTY IN ASHEVILLE, NORTH CARO-
LINA. 138 acres of prime Western North Caro-
lina land with stunning mountain views.
28 campus buildings, attrletic fields, and much
more for $2,300,000. Contact: Don Noakley,
Charles Harrell Associates, Inc., Asheville,
NC 28803. Q04) 274-4r4r.
Although we carefully screen all aduertisements,
Fundamentalist Journal daes not enlorse nor
is it resbonsible for adaertised broducts.
POSITION AVAILABLE: REGISTERED
NURSE at Moody Bible Institute. RN degree
required. Other requirements include Illinois
certifcation and 2 yeus + experience inmedicaV
surgical. Contact: Personnel Department, Moody
Bible Institute, 820 N. LaSalle Dr., Chicago, IL
60610.
Pew Upholstery
For more information, call: 1-800-537-1530
ln Ohio. 1-8Co.472-2722
S-AIJDF',R'
SHAREWARE FOR IBM/COMPATIBLES.
Send name and address for free fliers. Christian
Softwue, 1112 N.W. First Street, Rochester,
MN 55901.
POSITION AVAILABLE: ACQUISITIONS
EDITOR for Moody Press. Responsibilities
include author contact and development focused
toward acquisitions. Special emphasis on adult
trade series. Degree in English, literature, or
related field required. 3+ years editorial or
acquisitions experience strongly desired.
Contact: Personnel Department, Moody Bible
krstitute, 820 N. LaSalle Dr., Chicago, IL 60610.
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COLLEGES/SEMINARIES
Colled To
TheMini.stry
Study Off.Campus and
Earn A Degree!
r Bcthany allows you to remain in your
p r c s ( n (  m i n i s t r v  u  h i l c  e a r n i n g  v o u r
degree.
. Bethany offcrs quality education, is
fundamental and Baptist in doctrine.
o One may earn either the ASSOCIAfE,
BACHET.OR, MASTER or DOCTORATE
d e g r c .  t h r o u g h  t h c  O f f C r m p u .
Program.
o Resident classes are available at the
Dothan Campus- tu i t ion  a t  a  mln lmum.
. Credit is givcn for previous collegc
work and life cxperience.
Write or Callfor Free Information
BETHANY BIBLE COLLEGE
AND THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
PO. Box 1944
Dothan, Alabama 36302
(205) 793-3189
An Old Approach to
Christian Education:
The Bible
We're the f i rs t  oncs to admit  that
there is  nothing ncrv about the approacl t
at  Washington l lapt is t  Teachcrs Col legc.
I le l icv ing thc I l ib le as God's Word and
apply ing i ts  pr incip les to edt tcr t ion is
al l  rve c la inr .  A I l ib l ical  approach to
Chr ist ian cducrt ion a refrcshing idea
i sn ' t  i t ' l
I  ndcpendcn t ,  l i unda tncn ta l
ACSI  APProvcd
Washington Baptist Teachers College
2402  Sou th  66 th  S t . .  Taco rna ,  WA 98409
2 06-4 7 2-96 7 5
Why Choose Dallas?
hy choose a conservative seminary
with a long and respected history of
producing Christ ian leaders and out-
standing Bible xpositors?
Because Dal las Seminary's commit-
ment t0 the Word of God and to training
the next generation of leaders i  as strong
as it's ever been. Because more than
6,000 alumni can attest to a quality of
scholarship t at  makes possible a l i fet ime
of careful analysis and exposition f the
Word. And because Dal las Seminary is
eager to make apersonal, spiritual invest-
ment in your l i fe.
Why choose Dal las? Because i t 's a
choice you' l l  be glad you made for as long
as you serve the Savior.
Admissions 0llice
DALLA\ 3e0e Swiss AveI I ilolo(ir( \r ?i33.#1,1111
SI MINARY or 214-824-30e4
' 8 ' /  
%
' . .tr r ' tt n
Gene Williams, Th.D.
Presldent
We stand on the firndamentals of Cod's Vord.
Ve believe in complete inspiration and
inerrancy of Scripture.
We offer External (off'campus) and Internal (on-
campus) programs designed to meet your needs.
Ve are candidates for accreditation with the
Transnational Association of Christian Schools
ffRACS).
Luther Rice Seminary
Call 1,800.621.08O? or
1.800.824.2133 (FL)
or write for free brochure:
Dept. FJ, 1050 Hendricks
Ave., Jacksonvil le, FL 3?207
For Free Information From Our
Susie passed an
important test today.
A pregnancy test.
Ministry isn't always just a matter of
reading the right textbooks. It's tough
work, with tough problems.
Prepare for the real world of ministry.
GRACE
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Please tell me more about Grace Seminary.
Name
Address
ciry 
_state zip _
Year of anticipated enrollment: 
_
Program of interest:
DM. Div.  DTh.M. OTh. D.  f lM.A. inMissions
O M. A. in Christian School Administration
O Diploma in Theology tr Certificate
Mait Compre: 200 Seminary West Canpus: 3625 Atlafrtic
Dliw, Winov lakz,Indiana Aomre, Long Berch, Caliloilia
46590. 7-800-5+CRACE (1-800- 90807. (213)-595-5670.
845-2930 in Indidna). FI988S
Adverlisers, Use The Postage-Paid Reply Card Opposite Page 38.
Dealing with the SocialSecutity lssue-Part 2
by Paul Barringer
Just sign on the dotted
line at the bottom of Form
4361, and you are out of
the Social Security system.
It's like getting an un-
scheduled raise. Sounds
simple, but is it really?
Can you in good faith
agree to this statement
taken from the form? "I
certify that because of my
religious principles, I con-
scientiously oppose accept-
ing for services I performed
as a minister, member, or
practitioner, the benefit of
public insurance that makes
payments in the event of
death, disability, old age, or
retirement; or that makes
payments toward the cost
of, or provides services for,
medical care."
Though not clear on
Form 4361, Section U02(e)(1)
of the Internal Revenue
Code ouflines two types of
objections: conscientious
opposition and opposition
because of religious
principles.
However, IRS Publication
517 (Social Security for
Members of the Clergy and
Religious Workers) makes
clear the IRS's interpreta-
tion of the regulation.
"Your conscientious op-
position must be based on
the institutional principles
and discipline of your par-
ticular religious denomina-
tion, or it must be based on
your individual religious
considerations. Opposition
based on the general
conscience will not satisfy
this requirement."
The publication goes on to
warn, "If you file an ap-
plication for exemption only
for economic reasons, you
have not made a valid elec-
tion." The IRS supplied the
bold type.
Not only must you deal
with the IRS, but you must
also answer to a higher
authority-so you had bet-
ter know where you stand.
Do you oppose this
government prognm because
of your religious principles? If
so, which ones? Must you be
able to quote chapter and
verse? fue all religious prin-
ciples by nature biblical
principles?
Perhaps the tenant of
separation of church and state
comes to mind. Sorry, that is
a legal concept-not a
biblical one.
How about the socialistic
underpinnings of the system?
Does that bother you?
Perhaps, but the sharing
principle is clearly established
in the New Testament.
I am opposed to the sys-
tem because it assumes a
role that was meant for the
church. The Bible teaches
that we are to work to provide
for our own needs and for
those of our family. If we are
unable to meet those needs,
we should look to the church
for assistance.
Because the church be-
came somewhat lax in its
obligation to the needy, the
government stepped in and
instituted its own progam.
With Social Security available,
even more abdicated their
responsibility. If I were a
minister and could legally
choose between supporting
the government's system or
the biblical system, I would
not have a problem with
the decision.
Another facet of the deci-
sion has to do with the
government's intent when it
included the exemption.
Irgislators rea\ze that many
ministers are underpaid.
Therefore they occasionally
provide some assistance in the
form of tax breaks.
You are probably using
them now The housing
allowance nables you to take
housing costs off the top
of your salary thereby
reducing your taxable income.
If you have a retirement
program, it likely operates
under Internal Revenue Code
Section 403(b) which is
applicable only to nonprofit
organizations.
You do right to use
these breaks when they are
alailable. The Gospels im-
ply that we are not to
render to Caesar that which
is God's.
Is the Social Security
exemption just another tax
break offered to ministers?
In my opinion, the answer
is yes.
I Paut Barringer is an
independent financial
planner who heads Financial
Advisory Services in
Lynchburg, Virginia.
Bible Study3Gatatians
Outline Wod Study
l. Paul's Ministry
Vindicated (chapter 1)
A. His authority is from
God (vv. 1-5)
B. His amazement is iust(vv 6-10)
C. His assignment is
from Christ (vv. 11-17)
D. His acceotance is
Anathema, "curse." In both the Old Testament (qelala,
herem, arar) and in the New Testament (katara, anathema,
kataraomai) the curse has a great deal of significance. In
general usage it was an expressed wish for evil to befall
another lf the curse is against God it is considered blas-
phemy (Job 1:5, 11;2:5,9). In Scripture a curse was generally
related to sin (Gen. 3) and disobedience (Prov. 26:2).ln a
higher signifrcance the curse amounts to a vow. lt often
denotes the ban of extermination i the Old Testament or the
discipline at excommunication i the New Testament (Matt.
18:17; John 9.22, 12:42;16:2; Gal.  1:9).
The curse is also applied to Christ in the Atonement. lt
is said that Christ became a curse for us (Gal. 3:13). The
curse is the penal sanction of the law (Deut. 21:23). Christ
bore the penalty for sin upon the Cross. "He
hath made him to be sin for us, who knew
no sin; that we might be made the righ-
teousness of God in him" (2 Cor. 5:21).
I Daniel R. Mitchell
The lmpcrtance
of Memorizino Scrioture
Every Christian who
wants his life to count for
God should memorize
Scripture. Oscar l,owry my
personal evangelism teacher
in Bible school, left this
profound impression on me.
That man of God memo-
nzed a verse of Scripture a
day. Through his ability to
ouote from the Bible. he
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be beyond your compre-
hension.
The value of memorizing
Scripture can never be
overestimated. Consider a
few of the benefits it offers.
It promotes spiritual
growth. Nothing is more
important to a believer than
his own spiritual develop-
ment. Filling the heart and
mind with Scripture enables
the Christian to "grow in
the grace and knowledge of
our [.ord and Saviour Jesus
Christ." As he has a quiet
moment during the day, or
a wakeful hour at night, a
verse or two of Scripture
can become the subject of
precious meditation and
communion with God.
It cleanses the be-
liever. Interceding with His
Father in behalf of His own,
the tord Jesus prayed,
"Sanctify them through thy
truth: thy word is truth"
$ohn 17:17). In memorizing
Bible verses, Scripture
becomes the instrument
through which the mind is
renewed and the heart
cleansed. For this reason
the psalmist declared, "Thy
word have I hid in mine
heart, that I might not sin
against hee" (Ps. 119:11).
It equips for effective
witnessing. Anyone who
encounters the unsaved
with the gospel realizes that
he cannot adequately face
the unsaved with the claims
of Christ without using the
Bible. In fact, to deal
successfully with an un-
regenerate individual we
must be able to share key
verses without any hesita-
tion and must know exactly
where the verses are located
Take Off the
Lab g I s ! axqf'"'"':*"f3* ",face value. The busy shopper never bothers to actually check
inside the box before taking it home. However, when we begin
labeling children in the same way, we get into trouble.
Many factors in a child's l i fe may render his label inade-
quate or false. For example, the natural change that is a part
of growing up often makes labels meaningless. One boy who
carried Ihe dull and obstrnate label was slow in learning to
read. To hide his inabil ity, he pretended he wanted nothing to
do with reading. Through special help in school, he soon be-
came a reader. With this new abil ity came cooperation.
The circumstances that prompt one teacher to attach an
unfavorable label to a student will often change. A physical
in the Bible.
Hebrews 4:12 states,
"For the word of God is
quick, and powerful, and
sharper than any two-edged
sword, piercing even to the
dividing asunder of soul and
spirit, and of the joints and
maffow and is a discerner
of the thoughts and intents
of the heart." How impor-
tant therefore to quote the
actual words of Scripture
whenever possible, rather
than to use our own words
when we seek to lead men
and women to Christ.
It is a means of edifi-
cation to others. In these
desperate days people
need. as never before, the
encouragement and comfort
that only the Bible can give.
As we share precious por-
tions of the memorizeo
Word with them, we speak
"that which is good to the
use of edifying, that it may
minister grace unto the
hearers" (Eph. 4:29). In so
doing our hearts will be
blessed with the impartation
of "wonderful words of
life."
I James Braga. Next month
learn "How to Memoize
Scipture."
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by God in winning
countless people to Christ.
Wanting to be like him, I
prayed and asked the Lord to
indicate how I could memo-
ize and, retain Scripture.
In this three-month
series I will set forth the
basic procedures that
helped me memorize the
Word of God. If you follow
this program with patience
and persistence, you will
soon be able to quote large
numbers of verses from the
Bible. Scripture memorizing
will become a delightful
habit, and the rewards will
oroblem or an insecure attitude can cause a child to be
labeled as l istless or a bully, depend
ing on the circumstances.
I was sharing some of these
unfair labeling experiences with a
fellow Su nday-school teacher
recently. She wondered, "lf you
don't put much stock in what
other people tell you about
your students, how do you get
acquainted with them?"
"My best device," I told her,
"is my 'get-acquainted Sun-
days.' During the first three
Sundays following promotion, I
devote part of the class time to
f inding out  about  the chi ldren and
letting them find out about me."
"How do you do it?" my
friend asked.
"l begin by tell-
ing my name. Then
I say something
about myself: ' l
live on a farm. We have two children and two tractors. I would
enjoy telling you more about myself if you would like to ask
me questions.' "
"Do they ask questions then?"
"lndeed they do!" I assured my friend. "They always seem
to ask,'Do you have horses? Baby pigs? Chickens? Cows? Can
we come to your farm sometime? How old are your children?
Where do they go to school?' "
As the children ask questions, they begin to talk about
themselves, their pets, their school, or their families. After this
informal conversation I suggest that we play "interview." I ask
them questions such as, "What do you like to do? What don't
you l ike to do? What do you like about Bible school?"
As the students talk, I jot down their answers. Sometimes I
have them draw pictures of a happy day, a sad day, someone
they l ike, or someone who helps them. As they explain their
pictures to the class, I gain valuable insights into their per-
sonalit ies, friendships, interests, and family l ives.
After the "gefacquainted Sundays" I visit in the home of each
student. One such visit, complemented by the information gained
from the interview game, answers more questions about a
child than a whole year of isolated, haphazard guesses.
Such understanding of my students helped me lead a
painfully shy l itt le girl into class activit ies. Nan had very l itt le to
say when she came into my class. When her hands were not
otherwise busy, she twisted her handkerchief nervously. During
our interview game I asked her to name something pretty.
Without a moment's hesitation, she said. "Flowers!" So I
asked her to be responsible for arranging the flowers for our
worship center each week. She did so eagerly, enjoying the
responsibil i ty and attention she had previously tried to avoid.
Through another "gefacquainted Sunday" I discovered
that Arthur enjoyed reading, so I asked him to read church
library books on l ife in Jesus' day and report his reading to
the class. Nancy loved art, so she printed Bible verses for our
classroom bulletin board. Lil l ian found her place of service in
passing out materials and supplies.
One brisk fall day a new class of busy, squirming, mischie-
vous boys descended on my classroom. As a group, they had
been labeled unmanageable. When we interviewed one
another I learned they were all avid football fans. So I devised
a simple "football game" for class time.
I divided the boys into two teams. Then I drew a football
game. "Since l 'm the teache[ I ' l l  have to carry the ball for
both teams. The ball is our lesson. Each team that comoletes
a lesson to my satisfaction makes a touchdown.
"You run interference for me by answering a question cor-
rectly. A wrong answer means no gain. A right answer moves
the ball 10 yards. Hitt ing, talking out of turn, moving around
without permission, or other misbehavior brings a penalty of
10 yards."
The boys played "football" with me enthusiastically. They
even reorimanded offenders who caused the 10-vard oenalties.
Soon we had no such offenders. The boys
responded remarkably, and absorbed much
biblical material.
When promotion Sunday comes in your
Sunday school or Christian school, welcome
your new class warmly. Remove the labels
others have attached and begin immediately
to find out what your students are really l ike.
Get to know them personally. Let them get to
know you personally. Who knows? Maybe you
have been labeled too!
I Evelyn Witter
Sound 3l..l?3'
Financing Sound.
When God established the
laws of physics He made
them absolute and uni-
versal. In other words, the
same laws apply to all
churches regardless of their
budget capabilities.
Distressingly, small
churches with limited
budgets often face acoustic
and geometric conditions
that force the cost of a i
proper sound system out
of reach. The choices,
then, are going without, ac-
cepting mediocrity, or invest-
ing more than would be pru-
dent relative to alzilable funds.
Does a satisfactory solu-
tion exist to this dilemma?
While not perfect, a special
lease variation offers some
interesting possibilities.
Most leases focus on
users who need expensive
products, but do not want
to purchase them because
of the rapid depreciation,
accelerated obsolescence,
and prohibitive cost. Cars,
copy machines, and word
processors are typical
examples. In these cases
the lessee makes payments
until the end of the lease,
surrenders the product to
the lessor, and initiates a
new lease on a later model.
Such a lease is not wise
on a sound system, not only
because of the effective
interest paid, but primarily
because a good sound
system will last many years
and title to it is desirable.
A lease with a reason-
ably short term, typically
three years, and with a
$1.00 buy-out at the end, is
possible. This allows for
obtaining a quality system
with minimal downpayment,
paying only a reasonable
amount of interest, then
assuming ownership for a
trivial amount while the
equipment is still early in
its life expectancy.
The question of paying
interest has both econom-
ical and doctrinal considera-
tions. Many Fundamentalists
-.:.{f!- are opposed
to the
paying interest at all,
preferring to pay as they
go. Others weigh the poten-
tial benefits against the
interest, trying to be the
best stewards overall.
Having the benefits of a
quality system to enjoy, and
negating some of the in-
terest outlay with earned
interest on money kept in
the bank, are strong con-
siderations.
I John Westra. For help
with specific church sound
questions, call lohn Westn at
600 222-460.
CHURCH 'UEWS
W.E. Dowell has
retired as pastor of
Baptist Temple in
Springfield, Missouri,
where he served for over
15 years. The church
honored him with the title
of pastor emeritus. Dowell
still plans to preach revival
services and teach Bible
conferences, health permit-
ting. Bill Dowell, Jr., who
has ministered with his
father at Baptist Temple for
10 years, is the new pastor.
the church launched a
multimillion-dollar relocation
and building progmm with a
new 1,300-seat auditorium
on 19 acres.
Recognizing that Fun-
damentalism is at a cross-
roads today, Gage is
burdened to strengthen the
pastor's ministry in the
local church. He seeks to
promote genuine, biblically
centered revival. He is
available for revival meet-
ings, evangelistic rusades,
Bible conferences, missions
conferences, and family-life
seminars in local Fundamen-
talist churches.
The 12th annual meeting
of the Virginia Assembly
of Independent Baptists
will be held at Varina
Baptist Church in Rich-
mond, Virginia, September
15-16. This year's theme is
"He l,oveth Our Nation"
(Luke 7:5).
Guest speaker is Bob
Gray, who has pastored
Trinity Baptist Church in
Jacksonville, Florida, for
over 30 years.
A special forum will be
held Friday aJternoon. The
presidential candidates and
the candidates for the
Senate race in Virginia have
been invited to take part.
The assembly has been
used of God in a number of
major battles for monlity
and righteousness in the
Commonwealth of Virginia.
They are presently working
to see pari-mutuel gambling
defeated in the state.
For further information
about the meeting call (804)
737-9145.
Clyde W. Taylor,
known for his work
with Evangelicals, died
June 3 at his home in
Arnold, Maryland. He was 83.
For more than 40 years
Thylor served the National
Association of Evangelicals.
He contributed to the
founding of both World
Relief Corporation and the
National Religious Broad-
casters. He also had leader-
ship roles in the Evangelical
Foreign Missions Associa-
tion, the World Evangelical
Fellowship, and the
American Bible Society.
Baptist Bible Fellow-
ship International will
hold its annual meeting
September 26 at l:ndmark
Baptist Temple in Cincinnati,
Ohio, where both the church
and the city are celebrating
their bicentennial. Fifty
speakers will participate in the
four-day convention which is
centered around the theme of
"Lights in the Night,"
emphasizing BBF's mission-
ary outreach.
Display booths are arailable.
Among the special events, a
ladies' brunch is scheduled for
September 28. For more
information call Landmark
Baptist Temple at (513)
77r-0960.
Retirees interested in
the mission field? Contact
any mission board or the
Association of Baptists for
World Erangelism's ENCORE
progmm. ENCORE is for re-
tirees who wish to be referred
to a local or foreign mission
field. For more information,
write ABWE, PO Box 5000,
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034.
After 25 years of pastor-
al ministry, Bob Gage has
resigned the Wealthy
Park (Street) Baptist
Church of Grand Rapids,
Michigan, to enter full-
time evangelism.
Under Gage's leadership
;
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"I couldn't be happier with this system. I
wish fiindamental churches as a whole would
realize the importance of high-quality sound to
their ministries. American Audio Systems and
JBL are to be highly commended for the
design, installation, and product quality
provided."
-Dr. Jerry FaIwelI
Pastor of Thomas Road Baptist Church
Lynchburg, Virginia
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Free Engureering
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A Saintly Sage
el;gq*" hink Yourselfl;; L- [ , empty, read
L yourself full,
write yourself clear, pray
yourself keen-then enter
the pulpit and let yourself
go!"
That striking sage coun-
sel to young preachers came
fromW.H. GriffithThomas-
minister, scholar, teacher,
and author. His experience,
devoutness, intelligence, and
undulating humor combined
to make him outstandingly
effective in the pulpit and on
the lecture platform.
R.A. Torrey, the great
revivalist, paid tribute to
Thomas's gifts of scholar-
ship, vision, and unique abil-
ity to state profound truth
with clarity and simplicity.
William Henry Griffith
Thomas was born in England
in 1861. After his father's
early death, young Thomas
lived with his grandfather.
When he was 14 he had to
leave school to work and
help support the family.
At 16 he was prevailed
upon to take a Sunday school class at
Holy Tiinity Church, Castle Fields,
Oswestry. He did his best but realized
that he was trying to teach others what
he had never experienced himself.
In a long talk with two friends from
the young men's society, Thomas
declared that he could not feel saved.
One of them gpve him a coin, then asked,
"Do you feel yott have it?"
"No," Thomas replied, "I know I
have it."
"So," his friend responded, "we
know we have Christ when we accept
by Bernard R. DeRemer
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THUNDER IN THE PULPIT
Him and believe in His Word, without
feeling it."
That significant Saturday night in
1878, Griffith Thomas was born again,
never afterwards to doubt the reality of
his conversion and his heavenly relation-
ship. Immediately he threw himself into
Bible study and wondered whether God
was calling him to the foreign field or a
ministry at home. He faced much oppo-
sition and criticism, including that of his
stepfather, but persevered-growing
mightily in grace through the process.
Those who have endured the some-
times severe pressures of part-time
employment in order to obtain an
g W. H. Griffith
E Thomas-a saintly
$ scholar frcm
E Bngland who
& became a principal
7 and professor
! before serving
i as pastor and
E evangelist-joined
with Lewis Sperry
Chafer and A.B.
Winchester to
found Dallas
Theological
Seminary in
DaIIas, Tbxas.
education can appreciate
Thomas's struggles. In Lon-
don he worked in his uncle's
office. He could study only
from 10:30 p.m. to 2:30 a.m.
Yet he obtained a good
knowledge of Greek, basic to
all his great future service.
Then his vicar provided
an opportunity for him to at-
tend morning lectures at
King's College, London, with afternoons
and evenings devoted to parish work.
Important friendships dominated his
formative years, including that of Henry
Wace, later dean of Canterbury. These
greatly enlarged the mind and enriched
the spirit of young Thomas.
He was ordained an Anglican in 1885,
became a curate (assistant) to his vicar, and
preached his firct sermon on John 1:29.
Ever conscious of his early meager
schooling and need for further education,
Thomas was eager to study at Oxford.
He became assistant at Saint Aldate's,
Oxford, where he began working toward
a degree.
In 1895 he earned his B.D., the result
of disciplined study and the wise invest-
ment of his time. The following year he
accepted a call to Saint Paul's, portman
Square. There he served a distinguished
congregation, and first came into oromi-
nence, responding to invitations from
larious societies and causes.
While a vicar of Saint paul's, he
married Alice Monk, whose contribu-
tions included teaching a weekly Bible
class, conducting the Gleaners Union
branch, and introducing the all-day work-
ing party, an idea that spread to other
churches.
The church derived its power from
intercession, with no fewer than six
pralgr meetings a week! Its bustling
activities also included a circulating
library (which must have been revolu-
tionary back then), day schools, cycling
club, Boys' Brigade, and many others.
The weekly Bible readings ian excel-
lent term which has unfortunately fallen
into disuse) deserve particular notice.
Printed ouflines and notes were provided
for these group studies. This seems to
have been one of the earliest forms of
the Bible school.
Two other innovations must be men-
tioned. A large bulletin board outside the
church displayed Bible texts, a powerful
witness to the community. A plaque on
the pulpit, visible to the speaker, reads:
"Sr, we would see Jesus. Then were the
disciples glad when they saw the Lnrd."
The inspiration of these simple, practical
exhortations on succeeding enerations
of preachers mounting that pulpit must
be very great indeed.
In 1905 Thomas left Saint hul's. with
keenest regrets, to become principal of
Wycliffe Hall, Oxford, the center of
ministerial training for Evangelical
Anglicans. There he found even greater
opportunity for touching young lives and
influencing their future ministry.
Calls for service elsewhere mr:ltiplied.
In 1906 he first spoke at Keswick, the
great conference movement that has
done so much, both in the British Isles
and North America, to emphasize the
deeper life and consecration to the Lord.
Finally he was invited to become
professor at Wyctffe College, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada, where he taught Old
Gstament literature and exegesis for
nine years.
In 1919 Thomas moved to Philadelphia
for his home base, and began a wide
ministry-lecturing in leading Bible
schools and seminaries, teaching theo-
The church derived
its power from
intercession, with no
fewer than six prayer
meetings a week!
logical courses, and speaking in larious
conferences. His travels also included a
trip to China and three to England.
Thomas had much to say by way of
exhortation to preachers as well as to
Christians generally. For example: ,.We
cannot make up for failure in our de-
votional life by redoubling energy in
service. As water never rises above its
level, so what we do never rises above
what we are. . . . We shall never take
people one hair's breadth beyond our
own spiritual attainment.
"Everything that God says to us,
everything that God gives to us, is for
the purpose of witnessing to Christ,
rendering our testimony to Him. There
is scarcely any other word in the New
Gstament more frequently used than
this word witness to express what the
Christian has to be and to do."
In the 1920s the curse of Modernism
was making devastating inroads, espe-
cially in seminaries. At this stntegic time
Thomas joined with I"ewis Sperry Chafer
and A.B. Winchester to found the Dallas
Theological Seminary. His personal
library continues to minister to the
hundreds ofdedicated students ttrere. He
is well remembered through the annual
W.H. Griffith Thomas Memorial -echres.
Thomas made his most enduring con-
tributions through the printed page. He
authored 50 books and booklets, as well
as innumerable articles for the Sunday
School Times, Bibtiotheca Sacra. andthe
Toronto Globe, Canada's foremost daily.
For years he wrote the Internalional Sun-
day School esson commentarv.
Warren Wiersbe, n Listening to the
Giants, says flatly, 'Add every one of his
books to your library." He declares that
the works of Thomas are "exposition at
its best-sound exegesis, pastoral con-
cern, clear outlining, practical applica-
tion, relevance to the needs of the day.
He did not attempt o be sensational; he
wanted only to be biblical."
Certain titles deserve special men-
tson: The Work of the Minrslry which first
appeared in London (Baker reprinted it
n lE76 as Ministerial Life and Work):
The Holy Spiit of God, his masterlv
Stone kctures, delivered at princeton
Seminary in 1913; and "Izt Us Go On.,,
which Eerdmans reprinted as Hebrews:
A Deaotional Commentam.
While on a 7g24 leiture tour in
Duluth, Minnesota, Thomas became ill
and was hospitalized because of heart
trouble. He recovered sufficiently to
return home to Philadelphia for a pro-jected long rest; hopes were high foi his
complete restoration.
But in the providence of God it was
not to be so. Soon afterward he was
rushed to a local hospital, where he died.
Surely "all the trumpets sounded for him
on the other side."
I Bernard R. DeRemer is a free-
lance writer in West Liberty, Ohio.
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> The following sennon by W. H.
Grifrth Thomas was preached at
Moady's Narthfield Conference,
Northfield, Massachusetts, in January
1904.
I
-l -h" motto of the Prince of Wales is
L a short but very expressive one,
"Ich dien": "I serve." At first sight it
may seem peculiar that "I serve" should
be the motto of a prince, but a prince is
never more really a prince than when he
is giving himself to the seryice of othen.
The true prince is a servant. The true
servant is a prince.
Our l,ord Himself became a "Seryant"
in order to be our Saviour. In order to
do the will of God and redeem mankind,
it was necessary for Him to humble Him-
self and become a "Servant," so that
along the pathway of service He might
come to that cross which was at once the
exemplification of devoted duty, redeem-
ing grace, and divine love.
This conception of our Lord is in-
tended to have a practical effect on all
who profess and call themselves follow-
ers of Christ. The "Servant of God" is
the Master of men, and His service
which wrought their salrration also bought
their lives. "Ye are not your own, for ye
are bought with a price: therefore glorify
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God in your body, and in your spirit,
which are God's" (1 Cor. 6:19-20).
What, then, are His claims on His fol-
lowers? Every fact in the life o.f Christ is
intended to be a factor n the life of a
Christian. Out of these facts we shall
mention nine, which are nine stages in
the revelation of Christ, and then try to
show how these constitute nine factors
and make a ninefold claim on our lives.
Every fact conveys a truth, and every
truth makes a claim. Each of these facts
carries a revelation, and each revelation
is intended to elicit a response in our
lives.
The Fact of Our [,ord's Incarna-
tion. The Incarnation is a revelation of
Supreme Condescension. "Who, being in
the form of God, thought it not robbery
to be equal with God: but made himseH
of no reputation, and took upon him
the form of a servant, and was made
in the likeness of men: and being
found in fashion as a man, he humbled
himself."
This stupendous act of divine con-
descension makes a very definite claim
upon us, and calls for a response of
Deepest Humility. "[.et this mind be in
you which was also in Christ Jesus."
Humility of mind, heart, and soul is one
of the fundamental requirements of true
Christianity. Humility has been well de-
fined by Caroline Fry in her invaluable
little book, Christ Our Ernmple, as
"unconscious eH-forgetfulness." Mark
the force and depth of that thought of the
unconsciousness of our humility, for
conscious humility is none other than the
most terrible form of pride. The servant
of God who realizes most fully what his
Master did in becoming incarnate will
ever remember that unconscious eH-
effacement is the one great requisite of
all true work for God.
The Fact of Our Lord's Earthly
Ministry. The earthly ministry is a reve-
lation of Deuoted Work, Our Lord
inaugurated His ministry by His act of
consecration in the rite of baptism, with
its kelmote, "Thus it becometh us to ful-
fill all righteousness," and all through the
three years, service for God was the
dominant note. His preaching, His
miracles, His training of the 12 apostles,
all meant work. The entire picture of
Jesus in the Gospel of Saint John is that
of One whose supreme desire and
determination are to do the will of God.
This revelation makes its claim upon us,
and is intended to elicit a response of
Wholehearted Consecration The [,ord's
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earthly ministry is a call to steadfast pur-
pose, to strenuous endeavor, and to
genuine work for our Master.
The Fact of Our Lord's Example.
The example is a revelation of. Perfect
Manhood. It was the manifestation of
what human nature was intended to be.
The L,ord's earthly ministry
is a call to steadfast
purpose, to strenuous
endeavor, and to genuine
work for our Master.
and what it can be by the grace of God.
The absence of sin and the presence of
righteousness i God's purpose for us
also, and the revelation of our Ilrd's per-
fect life makes a claim on us, and is in-
tended to elicit a response of. Holy
Character. "Iraving us an example, that
ye should follow his steps." Conduct is
the expression ofcharacter, character is
the result of goodness, and goodness is
the outcome of continual contact with
God. Orthodoxy, privilege, opportunity
are all intended only as means towards
goodness, and the example of our lord
is a standing testimony to the demand for
and possibility and power of holiness of
life and goodness of character.
The Fact of Our Lord's Death.
His death is a revelation of. Unutterable
Loae. The lord's death is first and fore-
most an atoning sacrifice, and as such is
absolutely unique; but there are aspects
of this death in which we are called to
share. As a revelation of love it makes a
claim upon us, and is intended to elicit
a response of Grateful Self-sacifice.
"Hereby perceive we the love of God,
because he laid down his life for us: and
we ought to lay down our lives for the
brethren." Here is the great obligation.
In the death of our l,ord we have the
highest expression of "greater love hath
no man than this, that a man lay down
his life for his friends." That love binds
us to Him with cords of devotion.
The Fact of Our Lord's Resurrec-
tion. His Resurrection is a revelation of
Absolute Lordship. He was thereby
"declared to be the Son of God with
power." The Servant of God becomes
the lnrd of man, and this revelation
makes its claim upon us, and is intended
to elicit a response of Unquestioning
Obed.ience. "To this end Christ both died,
and rose, and revived, that he might be
Lord." Through that Resurrection, and
because of it, we are to yield Him our
unquestioning allegiance and entire
obedience. "Jesus Christ our Inrd" is
the favorite designation of the apostle
Paul. "My lord and my God" is the
adoring submissive confession of
Thomas. "Lord and Saviour" is Peter's
repeated title of his Master. "Ye call me
Master and [nrd, and ye say well, for so
I am." So He is. And as we realize this
and yield Him our loving loyalty, we shall
find the peace andjoy, and the power and
blessing of the Resurrection of Him
whom God hath raised up as the Servant
of Jehovah, the lnrd of mankind.
The Fact of Our Lord's Ascen-
sion. The Ascension is a revelation of
Heaaenly Prouision. It was the closing
and crowning act of His earttrly work, and
the entrance upon the larger sphere of
heavenly service on our behalf. Though
He sat down on the right hand of the
Majesty on high, it does not mean that
He is inactive or at ease in that exalted
position. He ascended as Priest; He
abides there as Priest and King. This
revelation makes a claim upon us, and is
intended to elicit a response of. Spiritual
Fellowship. The Ascension means en-
tmnce into the holiest, not only for our
l,ord, but for us. It means access, liberty,
fellowship, power, and blessing.
The Fact of Our Inrd's Pen-
tecostal Gift. Pentecost is a revelation
of. Supematural Power. Pentecost was
the gift of none other than the risen
Christ, and Pentecost spells power.
Pentecost makes its claim upon us and is
intended to elicit a response of. Absolute
Dependence. Pentecost means power to
live, to labor, to love; power to work, to
witness, to wait; power to serve, to
stand, to suffer; power to resist, to
insist, to persist; yea, more-power, if
needs be, to die. "Not by might, nor by
power, but by my Spirit saith the lord
of hosts." The gift of the Spirit means
provision for every need and every emer-
gency. It means that His divine power
has provided for us all things that per-
tain to life and godliness and service, and
that there is no excuse for barrenness
or unfruitfulness.
The Fact of Our Lord's Present
Life in Heaven. The present life of our
Lord in heaven is a revelation of His
continued on page 65
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HH 33,000 messengers from
f att SO states and the
District of Columbia
gathered in San Antonio,
Texas, for the pivotal con-
vention in the 10th year of
a Conservative l0-year plan
to control the boards and
agencies of the 14,000,000-
member Southern Baptist
Convention-by again elect-
ing a Conservative conven-
tion president and his
subsequent use of appoint-
ive powers to name board
members.
In the closest election
since Mrian Rogers won by
a margin of 51 percent to
49 percent in 1979, Jerry
Vines, copastor with Homer
Lindsay, Jr., of First Baptist
Church in Jacksonville,
Florida, defeated Richard
Jackson, pastor of North
Phoenix Baptist Church in Phoenix,
Aizona, by less than 1 percent. His
margrr of victory was less than 700 votes
out of the almost 32,000 counted.
Both men are Conservative theolog-
ically, and personal inerrantists, butJack-
son was touted as the Moderate
candidate. The truer indication of the
strength of the two sides might be seen
in the race for first vice president, where
Moderate James Pleitz of the hrk Cities
Church of Dallas lost to Darrell
Robinson of Dauphin Way Baptist Church
in Mobile, Alabama, by a 60-40 split.
This race offered the messengers a
clear choice between Moderate and
Conservative.
The election of San Antonio evan-
gelist and pastor Rudy Hernandez as
second vice president encouraged
The newly elected officers of the SBC, from left to right, are President Jerry
Vines, First Vice President Darrell Robinson, and Second Vice President Rudy
Hernandez.
the priesthood of the be-
liever. Thken by the Moder-
ates to unduly enhance the
decision-making authority of
the pastor in deciding mat-
ters of the interpretation of
Scripture, it rather was
presented by the convention
Resolutions Committee in
the context ofusing cooper-
ative funds to support in-
dividual beliefs that the
overwhelming majority of
Southern Baptists do not
support.
In essence the resolu-
tion said, "Believe what you
choose-it is an individual's
right to do so-but don't e:r-
pect us to use cooperative
program funds to pay you a
salary to expound beliefs
that are contrary to what
most of us believe."
The passage of this
resolution led to the most
spirited debate of the convention, and
ultimately over 200 Moderates, led by
Randall lnlley, former president of
Southeastern Seminary in Wake Forest,
North Carolina, tore convention pro-
grams in half to protest the resolution.
There was little talk of splitting away
from the Convention. Moderate leader
Winfred Moore asked, "How can you
split sawdust?" echoing the familiar
Moderate theme that there is no signifi-
cant theological difference between most
Southern Baptists. Buckner Fanning,
pastor of San Antonio's Tiinity Baptist
Church, spoke of feeling "left out," but
he did not talk of leaving the convention.
The only mention of a possible split
was made by left-wing liberation theo-
logian Alan Neely, head of the Southern
Baptist Alliance, who, in a hastily called
Spanish-speaking Southern Baptists and
attested to the impact of the 350,000
Hispanics in the denomination.
The Moderate's frustration surfaced
at a huge reception for foreign and home
missionaries. After larry kwis, Conser-
vative president of the Home Missions
Board, welcomed those hundreds
present, Keith Parks, Moderate head of
the denomination's Foreign Mission
Board, spoke and then asked his wife to
say a few words. She recalled the times
when missions meetings were better
attended than business essions, noted
that the reverse was now true, and con-
cluded by saying, "When God decides
to do something, He doesn't need a
majority."
One of the more controversial reso-
lutions passed related to the doctrine of
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news conference after the narrow Vines
victory, offered "disenfranchised"
Moderates a home with his group. Neely
recently resigned as a professor at
Southeastern Seminary, aftef the elec-
tion of Conservative l,ewis Drummond
as president.
The messengers overwhelmingly
voted to dissolve the denomination's
Peace Committee, following completion
of its three-year task, and after a year
of continuance to ensure agency imple-
mentation of the 1987 report. Virginian
Charles Fuller, chairman of the con-
troversial committee, suggested the
group be disbanded. Iast year the com-
mittee found the primary problem in
the Southern Baptist Convention to be
theological and not political.
By approximately a 55-45 split, the
convention refused to hear the much-
heralded minority report from Raymond
Boswell of Louisiana, a member of the
Committee on Nominations. Several
individual challenges on nominations to
convention committees were rejected.
The so-called "alternate" schools,
run by Southern Baptists but not funded
Messengers to 1988 SBC annual meeting raise
ballot books in show-of-hands vote.
Ultimately, over 200
Moderates tore convention
programs in half
to protest.
by the denomination's "Cooperative
Program," were again forced to set up
their exhibits in a nearby hotel. Only
"official" schools and agencies were
permitted
mammoth
displays in a
over 50 such
exhibits and a 20,000-square-foot Baptist
bookstore. These "unofficial" schools
include Luther Rice Seminary of Jack-
sonville, Florida, Mid-America Seminary
of Memphis, and Criswell College of
Dallas.
As usual, the largest state registra-
tions, apart from Texas, the host state,
came from states that house convention
offices: Tennessee (Executive Commit-
tee, Sunday School Board); Georgia
(Home Mission Board); Virginia (Foreign
Mission Board); and Alabama flMomen's
Missionary Union). Convention
bureaucrats and employees, coming as
messengers of their home churches, are
perceived to vote almost as a block,
primarily the Moderate side. Some label
Moderates as "denominational loyalists."
Some noted cynically that the first job of
any bureaucracy is self-sustenance.
There was block voting on both sides,
as has been the custom for the past few
years. Political activity was intense,
especially for the months immediately
preceding the convention, with a well-run
Moderate campaign, reportedly costing
several million dollars, being waged
largely under the direction of Houston
businessman John Baugh, head of Sys-
co, and pastor Winfred Moore of the First
Baptist Church of Amarillo, Toras. Some
attribute part of Vines's final vote count
to the negative reaction to a mailing sent
by Moore to every pastor shortly before
the meeting. This mailing attacked Paige
Patterson, president of Criswell College,
and Judge Paul Pressler of Houston, con-
sidered the architects of the Conserva-
tive takeover, and was perceived by many
to be grossly unfair.
"Nonofficial" publications abound for
both sides, with the Southem Baptist
Aduocate and the slick new SBC Cause
championing the Conservatives, and
SBC Today md The l-aity Journnl speak-
ing for the Moderates.
For the most part, the secular press
in San Antonio praised the Baptist
gathering, the largest convention in the
city's history. Local bars suffered from
lack of business, little impatience was
shown at the considerable trafEc, and
many city residents were witnessed to
and given free New Testaments provid-
ed by the denomination. In other words,
most messengers acted like Christians
should act.
f George L. Draper
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Jesus is just like any other guy in the
street. -Martin Scorsese, film's director
Truly honible and completely de-
ranged. . . outrageous and ffinsiae to
Chistian ualues. -Franco Zeffirell|
Italian director
Powerful, eccentric, bloody, ftlled with
theological gaffes. -lIM E
ith reviews like these, who
needs confrontation from
America's Evangelicals?
Despite a growing tide of objection to
Martin Scorsese's film The Last Tbmp-
tation of Christ, Universal Studios con-
tinues with its plans to release it-six
weeks ahead of schedule.
Calling it "Hollywood's darkest
hour," Dr. Jerry Falwell joined the ranks
of those mounting an aggressive cam-
paign to protest the film and to make a
statement that such an offensive work
will be challenged in the marketplace. At
the last minute Universal rescinded its
invitation to Falwell to preview the movie.
Rabbi Yechiel Eckstein, president of
Holyland Fellowship of Christians and
Jews, objected to the film's content call-
ing it "a contemptuous disregard for the
feelings and faith of countless millions."
Bill Bright, president of Campus
Crusade for Christ, and larry Poland of
Mastermedia offered to buy and destroy
all copies of the film. In response,
Universal bought full-page ads in the Nzzu
York Times and Washhgton Post, reject-
ing their offer on the basis of the free-
doms of speech and religion.
Beverly LaHaye's Concerned Women
for America has asked MCA stock-
holders to sell their stocks on Septem-
ber 15. Marketing consultant Tim
Penland, once hired to promote the film,joins Donald Wildmon's American Family
Association, James Dobson's Focus on
the Family, and others in protesting the
showing of Inst Tbmptation.
Why all the fuss over a movie?
The l-ast Tbmptntion of Christisbased
on the 1955 novel by Nikos Kazantzakis.
Paramount Pictures first started produc-
tion on the film in 1983. It cancelled the
project because of protest.
"Lqst Temptatinn
worst degree,
an abomination
Columnist ktrick Buchanan oted the
film was undergoing hasty revisions in late
July. He said, "II Last Tbmptation were a
'piece of art,' as Jack Valenti [president of
the Motion Picture Associationl suggests,
Universal would not be busy bovdlerizing
it right now, to clean it up."
TIME's August 15 cover story suc-
cincfly summarizes the film. 'Jesus has
brief on-screen sex with his frst wife Mary
Magdalene and later commits adultery.
Judas is a hero, the strongest and best of
the apostles. hul is a hypocrite and liar.
Jesus is so dazed that, even on the eve
of his Crucifixion, he is still not quite sure
whether to preach love or murder
Romans."
Excerpts from a copy of Paul
Schrader's script, confirmed by sources
who have seen the film, indicate the
objectionable nature of the content.
Mary the mother of Jesus says, "For-
gve rny son! He's ctzzy!He doesn't know
what he's doing. He has problems.
Ever since he was a baby. He's not well
in tle head."
In a 3S-minute "dream sequence"
is blasphemy of the
Jesus and Mary Magdalene make love.
Jesus says, "I never knew the world was
so beautiful. I was blind. I didn't know that
the body was so holy, but now I under-
stand. . .I tried to find a way outside my
own flesh. . . but now I know: a woman
is God's greatest work, and I wonhip
you." Magdalene says, "I want to hane a
child with you." Jesus replies, "Me, too."
\Nhle TIME calls the film a docu-
drama, Universal says the movie is based
on fiction and that quoted scenes have
been taken out of context. Falwell said.
"As blasphemous as these few scenes
hare been, it is academic whether they are
quoted in or out ofcontext. Regardless of
what this movie claims to be, The l"ast
Tbmptation of Chist is utter blasphemy
of the worst degree. Claiming that this
film merely 'shows the human side of
Christ' is not adequate defense. The
Scriptures clearly show us that while
Christ was on earth He was both God
and Man. However, the humanity of
Christ as depicted on the screen is
warped and repulsive. It is an abomina-
tion before almighty God."
The late September elease date was
moved to August 12, putting even more
pressure on those who oppose the film to
mount an effective attack. The groups are
calling for a boycott of Universal Studios;
its parent company, MCA; and all its sub-
sidiaries including MCA Music, Motown
Records, MCA Publishing, MCA Televi-
sion, Putnam Publishing Group, Berkley
Publishing, Jove Publications, Coward-
McGann Publishers, Grosset and Dunlap
Publishers, G.P. Putnam's Sons Publish-
ers, Spencer Gifts, Universal Television,
Universal Amphitheater, and Yosemite
hrk and Curry Company at Yosemite
hrk. Ceneplex Odeon Filrns will distrib-
ute the film.
Additionally, Falwell has asked that the
continud on page 64
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before almigfrty God."
B RIE FS
New llagazine
Too Sassy for Youth
titled, "Dare to Bare It."
"The blacker, the barer, the better,"
advises the magazine concerning proper
swimsuit selection. Included in the sec-
tion are revealing bikinis and exotically
styled one-piece swimsuits.
Jay Clark Battles the ACLU
If you were to drive down quiet
Indian Trail in Cocoa, Florida, eventually
you would pass Fairglen Elementary
where 847 students in kindergarten
through the sixth grade learn reading,
writing, and arithmetic. Jay Clark, prin-
cipal there for 22 years, wants his
students to learn something else, too: a
love for God and country.
Therein lies the problem. The ACLU,
largely through the efforts of the local
chapter's president, Jim Hooper, has
badgered Clark for years about one is-
sue or another. Most recently Hooper
objected to the school's announcement
board which is visible to passing traffic.
Under the bold letters that proclaim
"Fairglen Elementary: Where Every-
body is Somebody Special," Clark posts
a weekly message designed to "instill a
thought or inspire people to be good
citizens." The message for a week last
May was "What on Earth are you doing
for Heaven's ake?"
Clark, a Christian, says he read that
quote years ago in Reader's Digest and
it has stuck with him through the years.
"Often I look at myself and evaluate what
I'm doing," he says. "Heaven is my
ultimate goal, and that little quote
reminds me of what is important."
But when Hooper heard about the
quote on Fairglen's announcement board,
he wasted no time in calling Leroy Berry,
Clark's boss and central area superinten-
dent for elementary schools. Although no
parents have complained, Clark was
asked to remove the "offensive" ques-
tion from the sign and he was repri-
manded. He was told if there is another
incident he will be given more than a
reprimand on paper.
Hooper told Floida Tbday, thelocal
newspaper, that Clark is either "abys-
mally ignorant of his constitutional
responsibilities in running a secular
school, or he is flaunting the Consti-
tution. One way or the other, he dis-
plays very very bad judgment to our
students."
"The ACLU would not have objected
if our sign had read 'What on Earth are
you doing for man's sake,' " says Clark,
"because instead of worshiping the God
that made them, they worship the god
they made. We will always differ for that
reason."
Clark has been a principal long
enough to know how to lead and en-
courage children to build productive lives.
He is not personally intimidated by the
ACLU, but without support from his
superiors, the battle is lost far too often.
"The only ground the ACLU has is what
has been given to them," says Clark.
"We've got to stop giving in to them."
Ghildrents Home Raided
Armed with a court order and accom-
panied by state police officers, welfare
officials took custody of 64 children at a
Baptist children's home in Lucedale,
Mississippi.
The battle between the Bethel Bap-
tist Home for Children and the Missis-
sippi Welfare Department erupted
after the home's minister, Herman Foun-
tain, refused to cooperate with a state
investigation.
Fountain called the state raid "a con-
spiracy against Fundamentalist homes."
He told the New York Times, "These
people are the Liberals who want to con-
trol us, but we don't want any of their
Humanistic learning. We believe in the
separation ofchurch and state, and that's
SassH a new maga-
zine geared for 11- to
14-year-olds, may
provide its young
readers with a little
too much for their
money.
Making its debut in March, the slick
publication is a spin-off of. Dolly magazine
in Australia, and is published by Fairfax
Publications in New York. The May
issue featured articles such as, "The sad
story of a 17-year-old stripper" and
"How to be the best kisser."
In addition, a short article on page 14
informs readers that 10 states have
passed laws requiring a girl's parents to
give their consent before she can have
an abortion, or at least that they be noti-
fied of their daughter's wishes.
"We think this stinks, how about
you?" staffwriter Christina Kelly informs
young readers.
Page 76 includes a letter written by
a girl involved in a sexual relationship
with another girl. She writes that she
now has a boyfriend and wants to know
if she should end her previous rela-
tionship.
The answer?
"First of all, you're definitely not the
first girl your age to experiment sexually
with another girl," the advice begins.
"But if you want to stop, you should."
A typical problem for a young teen?
Consider this one from a l4-year-old.
"I have slept with a few guys and found
that one of them had a sexually tmnsmit-
ted disease. . . . How can I get help
without my parents finding out?"
The response: "If you need a doc-
tor who is cheap and confidential, look
in the yellow pages under 'clinics' for one
in your neighborhood."
Finally, the same issue contains a
special six-page swimsuit photo section
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Mississippi Highway Safety Patrol otficers keep
watch over the grounds of the Bethel Baptist
Church and the Bethel Home for Children.
why I won't cooperate with them."
The state's investigation began after
a mnaway from the home told County
Attorney Mark Maples of abuse. Maples
sought other residents who, he claimed,
corroborated the runaway's account.
When the state attempted to get a
response to the charges from Fountain,
he would not cooperate.
Judge Robert Oswald, from Chancery
Court, ordered the children into custody,
writing that the court had "uncontradict-
ed and incontrovertible vidence of phy-
sical and emotional abuse and of medical
neglect."
Grackdown on Mail-Order
Obscenity
A major federal in-
vestigation into mail-
order obscenity has
netted indictments
against 20 people and
14 coroorations. In
"Project PostPorn"
the Department of Justice and the U.S.
Postal Inspection Service said they are
conducting investigations in more than24
additional federal districts.
The investigation was the first nation-
wide effort to identify and prosecute
violators of federal laws prohibiting the
use of the mail to adverlise and distribute
obscene materials, said Edward S.G.
Dennis, Jr., acting assistant attorney
general in charge of the Justice Depart-
ment's criminal division, at a news
conference in Washington.
He explained, "The sexually oriented
advertisements which produced the
citizen complaints leading to the indict-
ments unsealed today advertise hard-
core videos, films, and magazines. Many
of the advertisements themselves con-
tain photographs taken from the obscene
materials advertised."
Dennis said the advertisements were
mass mailed, unsolicited, to millions of
Americans, including minors.
More than 350,000 individuals have
filed Postal Service forms requesting that
they not receive sexually oriented
materials through the mail.
In addition, more than 130,000 pro-
hibitory orders have been filed against
sexually oriented mail-order companies
in the last two years. A prohibitory order
directs a company to refrain from mailing
sexually oriented advertisements to a
particular individual at a specified
address.
Supreme Gourt Upholds
Teenage Ser-Gounseling Law
In a narrow decision,
54, the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled that a
federal aw providing
money to nonprofit
groups for teenage
sex counseling is
constitutional.
Passed by Congress in 1981, the
Adolescent Family Life Act provided
fedenl funds to nonprofit groups to help
prevent unwanted teenage pregnancy.
As the law states, it is intended to
promote "self-discipline and other
prudent approaches to the problem
of adolescent premarital sexual
relations."
A storm of protests began immed-
iately after the law passed. I.ed by the
American Civil Liberties Union, pro-
testers claimed that the goals of the law
reflected a religious point of view on
abortion and premarital sex. Therefore,
their argument continued, the act was a
violation of the First Amendment's
separation of church and state.
But the Court stated, "The statute
has a valid secular purpose." Writing
for the majority, Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist said the fact that grants pay
for counseling "on questions uch as pre-
marital sex, abortion, and the like" that
"happen to coincide with the religious
views" of some groups receiving the
grants was not enough to argue the law
advanced religion.
The Court did say some gznts may
have been used inappropriately by groups
using the funds for religious indoctri-
nation.
The Court ordered the case back to
a federal district judge to determine how
widespread the violations were and how
to remedy them.
-
Hey Mighty Mouse! What Was
the Power of the Powder?
"This t ime CBS
went too far," Don
Wildmon wrote to
members of his
American Family
Associat ion. The
Tirpelo, Mississippi,
minister is upset over the CBS airing of
"Mighty Mouse sniffing cocaine to stop
from feeling 'down.' "
CBS denies the Saturday morning
cartoon character was sffiing cocaine.
Instead, the mouse was simply enjoying
aromas. But CBS is confused over what
aroma Mighty Mouse was enjoying. In
one letter, CBS states the mouse was
"shown enjoying the smell of his 'lucky
chunk ofcheese.' " The letter was never
sent, but Wildmon obtained it from a
reporter.
The letter Wildmon did receive says
the powdery substance was "a pink mass
of crushed stems, tomatoes and
flowers."
Regardless, Wildmon still believes the
uplifting power of the powder was neither
lucky cheese nor crushed flowers. "The
lesson CBS was trying to teach our chil-
dren is that sniffing cocaine is okay. And
CBS did this at a time when our country
faces a monumental drug problem,"
Wildmon wrote.
The creator of the Mighty Mouse
series, ironically, is Ralph Bakshi, and
Wildmon complains he is "the same man
who created the first hard-core, porno-
graphic, X-rated cartoon, 'Fritz the Cat,'
back in L972-a cartoon Playboy helped
finance."
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Perspective continued from foge 13
less, Erangelical attitudes do not give ad-
ministmtors and teachers or school board
members the right to treat concerned
Christian parents as second-class citizens,
or to ignore or ridicule their deep-seated
concerns.
Teachers and administnton must
remember that, more often than not,
Erangelical and Fundamentalist Christian
children and youth come from homes
where they are taught a strong lalue sys-
tem. These young people can bring sta-
bility, discipline, and respect for authority
to the local school. Christian youth often
take leadenhip roles in the public schools.
lbday, even more than in the past, raledic-
torians, athletic team captains, and class
presidents are Christian students. This is
especially true in suburban schools.
Christian young people harc qualities that
public schoolteachers and administrators
should appreciate, \alue, and encouage.l
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protest "hit them in the pocketbook," call-
ing for a boycott of companies that have
common board members with MCA or
that are operated by major MCA share-
holders. "MCA and Universal are public-
ly held companies, and we intend to chal-
lenge them in the marketplace of free en-
terprise, and we hare the right to do so,"
said Falwell as he announced Liberty Fed-
eration's game plan of attack.
The groups want to educate Ameri-
cans about the film's contents, urge peo-
ple not to see the film, and to never attend
a theater that does show it. They will en-
courage and organize protests and pickets
at theaten and mount a massive letter-
writing and telephone campaign to MCA
Chairman lrw Wasserman, President
Sidney Sheinberg, and Universal Chairman
Tom Pollack, objecting to the film and
boycotting other MCA products.
"We need to make the industry aware
that Christians will not tolerate such
blatant sacrilege. While we cannot stop
them from producing and distributing this
film, we can make them realize that sim-
ilar productions would be unprofitable."
Falwell's comments were directed toward
next year's planned production of. Christ
the Man, directed by hd Verhoeven for
Mel Brooks's production company.
To date United Artists Theater has re-
fused to book the film in its 2,000 the-
aten, and a theater nxnager in Knoxville,
Gnnessee, has resigned his job because
he was forced to schedule the movie.
Why would such a film be made in the
fint place? Columnist Buchanan writes,
"We live in an age where the ridicule of
blacks is forbidden, where anti-Semitism
is punishable by political death, but where
Ckistian-bashing is a popular indoor sport;
and films mockingJesus Christ are consid-
ered av-ant-garde.
"What all of Holllruood, now rallying
around Univenal Pictures, is saying with
its unqualified endorsement of. The Last
TemPtntion of Christ is 'Hey, you Chris-
tians, look here; we're showing your God
and your Saviour, Jesus Christ, having sex
with Mary Magdalene; now, what are you
going to do about it?' "
Anyone interested in "doing something
about it," can call Liberty Federation at
(800) 345-8095 and ask for the MCA
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Thunder continued from page 58
Perpehnl Presence. There is nothing more
definite. clear. and unmistakable in the
NewTestament than the truth ofourlnrd's
present life and service in heaven. His
work on earth is finished, but not so His
workin heaven. He intercedes, Hebestows
the Spirit, He guides the church, He is in-
terested in individuals, He uses Hispeople,
He controls affairc. The Book of the Acts
of the Apostles is really the Book of the
Acts of the Ascended Ckist; and this reve-
Iation of our lnrd's perpetual presence
makes its claim upon us, and is intended to
elicit a response of. &nngelistit Enfnrfrise.
It is the claim upon us to evangelize the
world, to preach the gospel to every crea-
ture. He said, "Lo, I am wittr you alway,"
and because of this we are commanded to
go into all the world. This is our highest
warrant, our complete justification, our
adequate guarantee, our perfect power for
worldwide missionary work, the presence
with us of the loving and divine l.ord. How
can we. how dare we. shrink from the fr:l-
fillrnent of His great mission, when He has
provided for us all ttrings that pertain to
the fulfillrnent of His own command?
The Fact of Our Lord's Second
Coming. We call it "fact" because of its
certainty. Prophery is history written be-
forehand. With God promise is reality,
truth is frct. His Second Coming is a reve-
lation of Eternal Kineshif.ln the coming
of the [,ord is the hope of the world. Not
the "larger hope," but the "blessed
hope," is the true and substantial hope of
God's people and of all humanity; and this
revelation of eternal Kingship makes its
claim upon us, and is intended to elicit a
response of Joyful Confilmce. We are to
live and work in the light of this glorious
day. It will give tone and power to our
service, it will save us from despair, it will
give fiber and force to all our endearors, it
will make us radiantly optimistic and never
gloomily pessimistic. Not for an instant
must we ever be discouraged, even by the
gravest problems in the present condition
of the world. He must reign, He will reign,
He shall reign. As God is true, as Christ
is real, as the Spirit is powerful, tle
present days are bettet and the best are
yet to come.
Our Lord's claim upon us presses us
at every point. The lncarnation calls for
lowliness, the Ministry calls for labor; the
Example calls for likeness; the Death calls
for love; the Resurrection calls for loyalty;
the Ascension calls for liberty; and the
present Life in hearen, with the perpetual
gift of Pentecost, provides life, full, free,
and abundant, as we live in the fuht of the
promise of the glorious appearing of our
great God and Sadour.
What, then, shall be our response to
this marvelous claim? The world and the
church wait !o see something of the infinite
possibilities of the life of the true Ckistian.
Four great words of the New Testament
surely sum up our responsibility. Be it ours
to realbn. them in all their fi:llness of mean-
ing. ''I should"; "I ought"; "I must"; "I
will." That is, I am inclined to respond,
I arn hnpelled to respond, I arn compelled
to respond, I arn detzrmined to respond.
Be it ours to say what Darid's followers
said to their master, "Thy senants are
ready to do whatsoever my lord the king
shall appoint."
I Adapted ftom Rword of Chrbtian Wmk.
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As a serious Christian you need to know the real truth about the
Mid-East Conflict, and how you must prepare yourself or that which
is to come.
Timely subjects will enlighten the present-day fulfi l lment of Bible
prophecy before your eyes. Read articles such as:
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Nancy Hanna, a 1988 prelaw graduate ofCedarville College, currently studies at the University oflllinois Law School.
"My Day In Court Will Come.. o
". . . when I finish law school.
"Before I enrolled at Cedarville College my goal was to
prepare for a career in the legal profession. In such a satu-
rated field the process is highly competitive from the
beginning. So the choice ofan undergraduate school was an
all important one for me. I was looking not only for aca-
demic excellence, but also for a solid commitment to the
standards of God's Word and exciting social and cultural
opportunities.
"I found that balance at Cedarville. When I applied to
the Notre Dame and University of Illinois law schools, both
accepted me. Cedarville's professors prepared me well for
what I'm experiencing now in law school and provided a
basis for dealing with issues facing a practicing attomey,
They not only taught facts, but also trained me to think,
analyze, and integrate new information with God's truth.
"Beyond academics Cedarville provided an environment
in which God could prepare me for His service. At
Cedarville I was exposed to some of the best Bible teaching
in the country. Daily chapel services brought opportunities
to hear pastors, missionaries, and other professionals, even
attorneys. God used these, together with time alone with
Him and quality Christian friendships, to develop me into the
Christian He wants me to be.
"Having a good time while I leamed was important to
me, too. Cedarville offered a multitude of activities -
concerts, plays, class parties and competitions, even white
water rafting and oozeball! My experiences in Pi Delta and
other organizations provided enriching social experiences
which taught me invaluable lessons in relating to people -
a skill I'll need as a lawyer.
"Quality academics, a strong spiritual emphasis, and
exciting social interaction all balance in a way that is
distinctively Cedarville.
"I can't put a price tag on my education at Cedarville. It
gave me tools to deal with experiences I will encounter my
whole life. It's an investment which is paying off now
while I'm in law school and will continue to do so whenl 
,lhave 'my day in court. '  "
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